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ABSTRACT 
 

Background: The composition of the vaginal microbiota (VMB) in the female genital tract 

(FGT) can impact the vaginal epithelium and protect against or increase risk of sexually 

transmitted viral infections. The VMB grows as a biofilm, a complex structure formed by 

bacteria for increased survival. When the VMB consists of a diverse bacterial community it 

correlates with pathogenic effects that lead to adverse health conditions and an increased risk of 

HIV infection. When the VMB contains Lactobacillus species, beneficial health effects and 

decreased susceptibility to infection are observed. The aim of this project is to optimize an in 

vitro model of biofilm formation for different bacteria associated with the VMB, identify the 

effects that biofilm has on vaginal epithelial cells and test biofilm treatment strategies. We 

hypothesize that a Lactobacillus biofilm will enhance barrier function and decrease 

cytotoxicity of vaginal epithelial cells whereas dysbiotic biofilm will decrease barrier 

function and induce cytotoxicity. We also hypothesize that various conditions, such as 

presence of estradiol and eubiotic short-chain fatty acids, will stimulate Lactobacillus 

biofilm growth and suppress dysbiotic biofilm growth in a vaginal epithelial cell model 

Methods: For optimization of the biofilm model, VK2/E6E7 cells were grown in air-liquid 

interface (ALI) or liquid-liquid interface (LLI) cultures in presence or absence of L. crispatus, L. 

iners, G. vaginalis or P. bivia bacteria. Biofilm formation was assessed using FilmTracerTM 

SYPRO® Ruby biofilm matrix protein stain. Hormone effects were tested by adding estradiol 

(10-9 M) and progesterone (10-7 M) to culture media. Short-chain fatty acid (SCFA) effects were 

tested by adding lactic acid, acetic acid, succinic acid and butyric acid in varying concentrations 

to culture media. Enzyme effects were tested by adding sialidase to Vk2 cells before bacteria 

inoculation. 
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Results: A novel in vitro model of biofilm formation on vaginal epithelial cells was created. Vk2 

cells in ALI and LLI cultures remained viable in anaerobic conditions and showed mucin-1 

production in aerobic and anaerobic conditions. Matrix protein staining provided a means to 

accurately visualize and quantify biofilm formation in this model. L. crispatus and L. iners 

biofilm growth maintained vaginal epithelial barrier integrity without cytotoxicity. G. vaginalis 

and P. bivia biofilm growth significantly reduced barrier integrity (p=0.0166, p=0.0115) and 

increased cytotoxicity (p=0.0024, p<0.0001). Estradiol significantly increased the growth of L. 

crispatus biofilm in the co-culture system (p<0.0001). Progesterone significantly increased G. 

vaginalis biofilm growth in the Vk2 cell co-culture (p=0.006). L. crispatus biofilm formation in 

the estradiol condition, G. vaginalis biofilm formation in the progesterone condition and P. bivia 

biofilm growth in the normal media condition were significantly decreased in the presence of 

sialidase (p<0.0001, p=0.0001, p=0.0380). 

Conclusion: A novel in vitro model of biofilm formation on a vaginal epithelial cell line that can 

be used to visualize and quantify biofilm growth was generated. This model was used to test 

various strategies for biofilm enhancement or dissociation. Estradiol enhanced beneficial 

Lactobacillus biofilm growth, while progesterone enhanced dysbiotic biofilm growth. Mucin- 

digesting enzyme sialidase was effective at dissociating all biofilms. This model can be used in 

the future to test different strategies of dysbiotic biofilm dissociation and enhancement of 

Lactobacillus biofilm in order to investigate treatments for Bacterial Vaginosis (BV) and reduce 

susceptibility to HIV transmission in women. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 HIV-1 Infection in women 

The Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) epidemic continues to persist globally. In 

2021 there were approximately 40 million people living with HIV worldwide, and 54% of all 

cases were identified in women and girls.1 With the COVID-19 global pandemic causing 

disruptions to HIV treatments and prevention strategies, infections are on the rise again, with 

approximately 1.5 million new infections in 2021.1 Therefore, combating this epidemic remains 

a global priority. In Sub-Saharan Africa, which has the highest prevalence of HIV worldwide, 

women and girls accounted for 63% of new HIV infections in 2021.1 Sexual mucosal 

transmission is the primary route of infection for this virus.2 HIV transmission through the 

female genital tract (FGT) is 5 times more likely compared to the male genital tract and 40% of 

annual HIV transmission occurs in the FGT, leading to the increased burden of infection seen in 

women.3-5 These alarming statistics highlight the importance of understanding the underlying 

causes of increased susceptibility of women to this infection and the role of the FGT in HIV 

transmission.  

 HIV is a retrovirus belonging to the Lentiviridae genus.2 This genus of virus is defined by 

long incubation periods and slow progression of disease.2 Studies with non-human primates 

(NHP) have shown that persistent systemic infection with simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) 

is dependent on local tissue events that happen within 4 weeks of viral inoculation, highlighting 

the importance of early stage infection.2 NHP models show that SIV can cross the mucosal 

epithelial barrier with a small number of viral particles within hours post-exposure.2,4,5 HIV viral 

particles cross the epithelium through mechanisms such as endocytosis or penetration through 

gaps between epithelial cells to reach their targets.5 HIV primary target cells are CD4+ T cells 
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comprising 90% of productively infected cells within the founder population.2,4,6 The founder 

population is defined as cells having detectable viral RNA within 3-4 days post infection.2 

Infection occurs by interactions between cell surface CD4 and the gp120 viral envelope protein, 

as well as CXCR4 or CCR5 chemokine co-receptors, resulting in virus and cell membrane 

fusion.6 The founder population of infected CD4+ T cells undergoes local expansion 1 week post 

infection, allowing dissemination of infected cells to the draining lymph nodes, and results in the 

establishment of a self-propagating systemic infection in the secondary lymphoid tissues.2 

Therefore, systemic infection in women, through heterosexual intercourse, requires viral 

particles within HIV-containing semen to cross the epithelium in the FGT. The mucosal 

epithelial barrier within the FGT is variable in physiology, based on the specific site, and offers 

different levels of protection against infection.   

1.2 The Female Genital Tract 

The FGT comprises an upper and lower tract each with distinct morphology and physiology.3 

The upper tract consists of the endocervix, uterus, fallopian tubes and ovaries.3 Its epithelium is 

characterized by a single layer of columnar epithelial cells above a continuous basement 

membrane.3,4 Tight junctions within the columnar epithelium block the passage of large 

molecules or pathogens to the immunologically active basal layer.4,7 The transformation zone, 

between the endocervix and the ectocervix is defined by the transition from columnar epithelial 

cells to the stratified squamous epithelium of the lower tact.3 This area of the FGT is the most 

immunologically active, where immune cells such as lymphocytes and HIV target CD4+ T cells 

reside in high quantities.3,4 The presence of immune cells can be increased during heightened 

periods of inflammation, making this site more vulnerable to HIV-1 infection.4 The upper FGT is 

immunologically active, with the cells comprising this epithelium expressing a wide range of 
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Toll-like receptors (TLRs).4,8 The expression of various TLRs and consequent ability to activate 

cytokine and chemokine production enables the upper tract epithelial cells to respond to 

pathogens.8 Even though the upper tract columnar cells are joined by tight junctions, their single 

layered nature makes them easily accessible to pathogens compared to the multi-layered 

epithelium of the lower tract.4 Also, HIV-mediated TLR activation can lead to the production of 

pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-a by endometrial epithelial 

cells, leading to disruptions in the single layered mucosal barrier.3,4,9,10 Neutralization of TNF-a 

production in cell co-cultures with HIV maintains transepithelial resistance (TER), a measure of 

barrier integrity, when compared to cultures in the absence of TNF-a neutralizing antibody.10 

This provided evidence that decreases in barrier integrity by TNF-a secretion during HIV-1 

infection contributes to increased translocation of viral particles across the epithelium. 

Reproductive sex hormones in the FGT fluctuate throughout the menstrual cycle which has 

varying impacts on immunity and susceptibility to infection.3 The menstrual cycle has 2 phases, 

the follicular and the luteal phase.11 The follicular phase, associated with preparation for 

ovulation and the development of ovarian follicles, has increasing estradiol levels throughout this 

phase.11 A study from our laboratory looking at the effects of hormones on primary endometrial 

genital epithelial cells found that estradiol treatment strengthened the TER of the cell line and 

reduced the impairment of ZO-1 tight junction protein after HIV-1 infection, showing that 

estradiol presence can increase epithelial barrier strength.12 Conversely, the luteal phase is 

characterized by increased progesterone, allowing for a more favourable environment for 

embryonic implantation.13 To create the ideal conditions for implantation, the luteal phase causes 

a suppression of cytotoxic T-lymphocytes and natural killer cells, increased presence of CD4+ T 

cells, and a general increase in inflammation during what is called the “window of vulnerability”, 
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leading to increased HIV susceptibility.13-16 This was confirmed in a study using NHP models 

and SIV infection at different stages in the menstrual cycle which found that 85% of successful 

infection happened during the progesterone-high luteal phase.17 

The lower female genital tract has a distinct structure and physiology from the upper tract 

and transformation zone. Its immune functions and relationship with endogenous sex hormones 

varies from that of the other FGT compartments. This will be discussed in more detail as the 

lower tract is the focus of this project. 

1.2.1 The Vaginal Epithelium 

 The lower FGT is comprised of the ectocervix and the vagina.3 The vaginal epithelium is 

defined by its thick multilayer of stratified squamous epithelial cells.3,4 The multilayered nature 

of this epithelium provides a greater barrier to infection compared to the single layered columnar 

epithelium of the upper tract.4 Another mode of mechanical protection that the vaginal 

epithelium offers is the continuous sloughing of the superficial layers while the basal layers 

undergo differentiation and remain metabolically active.3,4,9 The basal layer also contains tight 

junction molecules, adherens junctions and desmosomal adhesion proteins, which play a role in 

maintaining the integrity of the epithelium and enhancing barrier strength.18 Vaginal epithelial 

cells of the lower FGT produce the hydrophobic glycoprotein mucin that forms a mucus layer 

important for many physiological functions.3,7 There are a variety of mucin glycoproteins that are 

coded by the MUC gene family; they can be split into secreted and cell-surface associated 

mucins.19 Mucin-1, the dominant mucin in the FGT, is a cell-surface associated mucin.19,20 The 

mucus layer offers a protective barrier through its ability to trap pathogens, such as HIV viral 

particles, slowing HIV diffusion to the epithelium.3,7,21 The mucus layer also contains 

immunoglobulins and antimicrobial peptides to help combat pathogen infection.8  
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The fluctuation of sex hormones in the FGT can impact the vaginal epithelium 

composition. The progesterone-high luteal phase in the menstrual cycle is characterized by a 

thickening of the mucus layer3,16 However, studies have shown the presence of progesterone in 

the form of progestin-containing contraceptives can cause a thinning of the vaginal 

epithelium.22,23 The follicular phase is associated with a thinning of the mucus layer16, however a 

NHP study correlated the thickening of the vaginal stratified squamous epithelium with the 

presence of estrogen.24 Another study found that the first 14 days of the menstrual cycle, the 

estradiol high phase, correspond to higher levels of Mucin-1, however the study also found this 

effect in women using Depot medroxyprogesterone acetate (DMPA), an anti-estrogenic 

hormonal contraceptive.25 Therefore, hormone fluctuation impacts the mucus layer in different 

ways. 

Despite the mechanisms of protection that the vaginal epithelium provides, the lower 

tract is the most likely target for viral infection. The vagina is the first area of contact during 

heterosexual intercourse for HIV-infected semen and is exposed to the most volume of 

semen.4,7,21 Microtears in the vaginal epithelium during intercourse provide opportunity for viral 

particles to cross the epithelium and begin productive infection.4,7,21 The large surface area of the 

vaginal epithelium also provides greater access for viral particle entry when breaches of the 

epithelium occur.4,7,21 The presence of immune cells in the lower tract differs from the upper 

tract in number, location and fluctuation.3,8,9,26 Langerhan cells and other dendritic cell subtypes, 

important in pathogen destruction, remain stable in the lower tract and are located within the 

squamous epithelium.3,8,9,26 Natural Killer (NK) cells are present in the ectocervix to help combat 

viral infection.3,8,9,26 The adaptive response in the vagina is important in reducing susceptibility 

to infection, with CD4+ and CD8+ T cells residing in the vaginal epithelium as well.3,8,9,26 
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However, increased presence of these HIV target T cells at the epithelium during prolonged 

inflammation or exposure to previous infection can increase risk of HIV infection.3,27 

Inflammation in the FGT is a risk factor for HIV acquisition and transmission and studying ways 

to combat chronic inflammation in this area may reduce susceptibility to infection. 

The lower FGT has an added layer of protection to the mucosal barrier, depending on its 

composition, through the presence of the vaginal microbiota (VMB).3 Bacteria colonization is 

also present in the upper FGT, however the quantity of bacteria in this area is much less than the 

lower genital tract.3 A key area of focus for this project is the VMB and its influence on 

susceptibility to infection and will therefore be discussed in depth in the next sections 

1.3 The Vaginal Microbiota 

The VMB in the lower FGT is an important component of the vaginal epithelium and can 

play a key role in susceptibility to infection depending on its composition.28 Studies have 

distinguished the various compositions the VMB can have using 16S rRNA gene sequencing and 

classification into different community state types (CSTs).28 Early studies identified 5 CSTs 

designated I-V, with I, II, III and V dominated by different Lactobacillus species and IV being 

the most diverse group with high numbers of various anaerobic bacteria.28 Recent and more in-

depth studies of VMB sequencing have further classified microbiota composition into CSTs and 

cervicotypes (CVs) using molecular methods to characterize vaginal or cervical samples.29 CSTs 

remain similar with CST-I, CST-II, CST-III and CST-V being dominated by Lactobacillus 

crispatus, L. gasseri, L. iners and L. jensenii, respectively.29 CST-IV remains classified as 

dominance by a variety of facultative or obligate anaerobes, however sub-groups have been 

added to further specify the bacteria present, with CST-IVA showing Gardnerella vaginalis 

dominance and CST-IVC showing strict anaerobic bacteria dominance including Prevotella 
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spp.29 CTs show similar trends to CSTs, with C1 and C2 dominated by L. crispatus and L. iners 

respectively and C3 and C4 dominated by G. vaginalis and a variety of strict anaerobes including 

P. bivia respectively.29 Another important aspect when identifying VMB composition is 

variation among racial backgrounds. For example, Lactobacillus dominance significantly varies 

among healthy women of different racial backgrounds in the same geographic location (North 

America), with white women showing 90% dominance and Black and Hispanic women showing 

only 60% dominance.28 This difference is even more pronounced in studies of healthy Black 

women in South Africa, with only 37% of women in this group found to have CVs with 

Lactobacillus dominance.30  

The cervicovaginal bacteria in the lower female genital tract have been shown to influence 

baseline inflammation, epithelial barrier integrity, and immune function which has impacts on 

pregnancy, fertility and susceptibility to infection.31,32 This is a key aspect of this project, 

therefore, different VMB dominance and the impact on these factors will be discussed in detail. 

1.3.1 Lactobacillus-Dominant VMB and Protection against Infection 

Lactobacillus spp. is a large genus of facultatively anaerobic, Gram-positive rod bacteria 

known for their ability to produce lactic acid.33 L. crispatus bacteria dominates CST-I and is the 

most identified Lactobacillus species in the white and Asian women population.34 This 

bacterium is associated with many positive health outcomes in the FGT due to a variety of 

mechanisms it uses to promote an optimal vaginal microenvironment and reduce susceptibility to 

infection.28,35,36  

Lactic acid production is a defining trait of L. crispatus and plays an important role in 

maintaining the optimal acidic pH (3.5-4.2) within the lower FGT.36,37 L. crispatus is also 

capable of producing hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in the FGT to maintain a low oxygen 
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environment that prevents the colonization of pathogenic bacteria like Neisseria 

gonorrhoeae.38,39 A study investigating lactic acid and H2O2 production by Lactobacillus species 

found that presence of these products has an antiviral effect against HSV-2.40 

Another mechanism Lactobacillus species use to promote vaginal health and reduce risk 

of infection is strong adherence to the vaginal epithelium, with one study showing that 

Lactobacillus species adhere through surface proteins and carbohydrates, consequently 

interfering with the adherence of other urogenital pathogens allowing protection against 

infection.41 A similar study looked at the ability of L. crispatus to adhere to vaginal epithelial 

cells and found that not only did it adhere more strongly than other Lactobacillus species, but 

displaced previously adhered pathogenic fungi such as Candida albicans.42 Analysis of the L. 

crispatus genome has identified 103 adhesion proteins that play a role in colonization and 

interaction with host cells.43 This included one protein, Lactobacillus epithelium adhesin (LEA), 

which is involved in blocking of G. vaginalis adhesion and could explain why L. crispatus can 

exclude or displace pathogenic G. vaginalis bacteria on epithelial cells.43,44 Our laboratory used 

colonization of genital epithelial cell layers with probiotic Lactobacillus bacteria and found that 

cells were protected against HIV mediated reduction in TER and disruption of ZO-1 tight 

junction protein.12 Previous research in our laboratory also looked specifically at the effect of L. 

crispatus on a vaginal epithelial cell line and found that these bacteria and cell co-cultures 

resulted in maintenance of cell viability and barrier integrity, determined through TER and 

lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) assays, and negated harmful effects of G. vaginalis and P. bivia 

bacteria.45 Therefore, Lactobacillus adherence protects from colonization of pathogenic species 

and strengthens epithelial barrier function. 
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Lactobacillus bacteria can also have immune modulatory effects in the FGT to reduce 

inflammation and decrease risk of infection.34,46,47 L. crispatus reduced the production of pro-

inflammatory cytokines in vaginal epithelial cells when they were treated with TLR agonists 

that, in non-bacteria colonization models, significantly increased production of cytokines such as 

interleukin 6 (IL-6) and TNF-a.36 Similarly, it was shown that L. crispatus adherence to a 3D 

model of vaginal epithelial cells does not result in overexpression of different inflammatory 

aspects like immune cell pattern recognition receptors and pro-inflammatory cytokines and could 

help reduce inflammation in the FGT.46 Previous research in our laboratory found that co-

cultures of vaginal epithelial cells with L. crispatus maintained or reduced the levels of pro-

inflammatory cytokine production when compared to control cultures.45 Therefore, a 

Lactobacillus-dominant VMB reduces susceptibility to infection through secretion of 

antimicrobial compounds, strong adherence to the epithelium resulting in strengthening of the 

epithelial barrier, and immune modulation to reduce inflammation in the FGT.   

Not all Lactobacillus species have the same beneficial health outcomes, with L. iners 

bacteria showing variable impacts in the FGT. L. iners is the most commonly identified 

Lactobacillus species in the VMB, commonly found in the women with both Lactobacillus-

dominant VMB and VMB with a large diversity of bacteria species.34,48 L. iners has the smallest 

genome of all Lactobacillus species, and it is most closely related to L. crispatus and L. gasseri 

as they are found in the same clade.48,49 L. iners contains some distinct features in its genome 

compared to other vaginal Lactobacillus species, such as specific genes for hydrolases and 

proteins for phosphate transport.49 One feature of this bacteria that points to its possible virulence 

in the FGT is the presence of a cytolysin, an epithelial cell toxin, not found in other 

Lactobacillus species.48,49 Some studies have speculated that the high prevalence of Bacterial 
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vaginosis (BV) associated with L. iners could be due to the absence of D-lactic acid and H2O2 

production in this bacterium.34,48,50,51 L. iners dominance in the VMB has often been associated 

with high instability and likely transition to dysbiosis.30,52 Antibiotic treatment for BV in women 

induces L. iners dominance, which could be why BV reoccurrence after antibiotics is very 

common.53 L. iners strongly adheres to the epithelium, not through conventional adhesion 

methods used by other Lactobacillus species, but through a fibronectin-binding protein that can 

bind human fibronectin in the glycoprotein extracellular matrix of vaginal epithelial cells 

stronger than any other Lactobacillus species.51 This strong binding could contribute to its 

dominance after antibiotic treatment.51 Previous research in our laboratory has shown the vaginal 

epithelial cell co-cultures with L. iners bacteria resulted in decreases in barrier function and cell 

viability and increases in inflammatory cytokine production equivalent to that of BV-associated 

bacteria.45 Therefore, L. iners variable effects on the vaginal epithelium need to be studied 

further to determine if this bacterium is more closely related to its beneficial Lactobacillus genus 

or the pathogenic bacteria present in dysbiosis.  

1.3.2 Dysbiotic VMB, Bacterial Vaginosis and Susceptibility to Infection 

 A VMB with CST IV classification is in a state of vaginal dysbiosis. When dysbiosis is 

used in the context of the VMB it is defined as a shift in the VMB from dominance of 

Lactobacillus species to dominance of a variety of facultative or strict anaerobic bacteria, and 

this definition of dysbiosis is used in this project.28,29 CST IV can be further classified into sub-

groups, one dominated by Gardnerella vaginalis.29 G. vaginalis is a facultative anaerobic rod 

with close relatives in the Bifidobacterium family.54,55 This bacterium is defined as Gram-

variable due to its thin cell wall, which often stains Gram-positive.54 A CST IV classification of 

the VMB, or more specifically the presence of G. vaginalis, is highly correlated with BV.29,56 BV 
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is a common condition that effects 29% of women in the US and is associated with a variety of 

health issues including, problems with pregnancy, pre-term birth, and increased risk of STI’s.29,57 

A VMB of CST IV classification results in a 4-fold increased risk of HIV infection compared to 

a L. crispatus-dominated VMB in South African women.31 BV presents as inflammation of the 

vagina which includes pain, itching and discharge.57 Although G. vaginalis is one of the most 

commonly identified bacteria in women with BV58, this bacterium has also been identified in 

lower abundance in other CST classifications, as well as in women who do not present with BV 

symptoms.57,59 Some studies have determined that G. vaginalis can be commensal or pathogenic, 

with the BV-associated pathogenic strains differing in their ability to produce enzymes that can 

degrade the vaginal mucus layer.54,60,61 It has also been hypothesized that G. vaginalis in 

community with diverse groups of anaerobic bacteria leads to the clinical diagnosis of BV.62 The 

driving factor for these multispecies communities to colonize the epithelium in a pathogenic way 

is biofilm formation, with G. vaginalis often cited as the anchoring bacteria that stimulates 

polymicrobial biofilm formation.63-65 Biofilm formation by the VMB is an important concept in 

this project and will be discussed in detail in later sections. 

  The dysbiotic state associated with BV can facilitate weakening of the epithelial barrier, 

with one study showing human ectocervical cells exposed to combinations of BV-associated 

bacteria had increased paracellular permeability.66 This permeability may be a mechanism of 

increased susceptibility to infection. Virulent, BV-associated strains of G. vaginalis and P. bivia 

can produce the enzyme sialidase, which cleaves the sialic acid residue of mucin glycoproteins 

found in the mucus layer, leading to its degradation.61,67,68 G. vaginalis bacteria use sialic acid 

residues as an energy source for continued growth and colonization of the mucus membrane, 

allowing other harmful BV-associated bacteria access for colonization that leads to further loss 
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of the protective mucus layer in the epithelium.61,69 The loss of this significant protective barrier 

in the FGT increases risk of HIV infection.69,70 G. vaginalis bacteria also produce the cytotoxin 

vaginolysin.71 Vaginolysin specifically binds to human CD59, leading to phosphorylation of 

epithelial p38-mitogen-activated protein kinase, which stimulates cell lysis and death.71,72 G. 

vaginalis use of this toxin to facilitate epithelial cell death leads to strong bacterial adhesion and 

further degradation of the epithelium, increasing HIV access to the underlying target cell 

population.57,72 Many studies have shown that the presence of G. vaginalis bacteria in the VMB 

can stimulate upregulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines causing inflammation 

that damages the epithelium.56,57 Co-cultures of vaginal epithelial cells with G. vaginalis 

bacteria-free supernatants have upregulation of various cytokines, including TNF-a.73 G. 

vaginalis can also stimulate increased RANTES production in various vaginal epithelial cell 

lines, which is a chemokine implicated in recruitment of T cells to the epithelium.74 The presence 

of P. bivia in the VMB is associated with elevated levels of the endotoxin lipopolysaccharide in 

the FGT, which can also modulate pro-inflammatory cytokine response.75 Previous research in 

our laboratory looking at the effect of BV-associated bacteria on a epithelial cells found that G. 

vaginalis and P. bivia cultures on a vaginal epithelial cell line resulted in significantly decreased 

cell viability and barrier integrity, and increased production of various inflammatory cytokines 

when compared to control cultures.45 Therefore, BV-associated bacteria can negatively affect 

vaginal epithelial barrier integrity through secretion of enzymes and cytotoxins that degrade the 

mucus layer and the epithelium, and stimulation of inflammatory cytokine and chemokine 

production which recruit HIV target cells and weakens the epithelial barrier. This can lead to 

increased susceptibility to HIV infection. 
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1.3.3 Female Sex Hormones and the VMB 

Endogenous sex hormones in the lower FGT and hormonal contraceptive use can 

influence the composition of the VMB.3 These effects have been detailed by studying 

composition of the VMB from puberty through to menopause.3,76,77 When estrogen levels 

significantly decrease during menopause the VMB is much less likely to be dominated by 

Lactobacillus species.3,13 The most notable proof of this effect comes from studies done in post-

menopausal women given estrogen treatment, with results indicating a dramatic increase in the 

presence of Lactobacillus species in the VMB.13,78 Another study looking at the effect of 

estrogen supplementation in post-menopausal women found that before estrogen treatment, a 

more dysbiotic VMB was common in study participants and women with a high percentage of G. 

vaginalis bacteria in their VMB were more likely to have atrophic vaginitis.78  

Hormonal contraceptive effect on the VMB has also been examined. Combined oral 

contraceptives (COC) use combinations of progestin and estrogen for better menstrual cycle 

control and to minimize venous thrombosis and cardiovascular risk, with the estrogen component 

of this contraceptive remaining relatively stable.79 DMPA is a progestin based injectable 

contraception that uses medroxyprogesterone acetate (MPA) as its synthetic progestogenic 

steroid to mimic progesterone action in the FGT and prevent pregnancy.79 The area of research 

investigating hormonal contraception effect on different aspects of the FGT has become very 

active with the discovery that DMPA use is associated with a 40% increased risk of HIV 

infection when compared to women who use other hormonal contraceptives.3,79,80  Analysis of 

changes in composition of VMB of women who had been using DMPA for 2 years showed a 

significant decrease in the presence of H2O2-positive Lactobacillus species.81 A study done in 

our laboratory used 16S rRNA sequencing of the VMB of women on different contraceptives to 
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determine the effects on VMB composition and found that women using DMPA had 

significantly more diverse VMB and significantly lower presence of Lactobacillus dominance.82 

As stated previously, decrease in beneficial Lactobacillus species and shift towards dysbiosis has 

negative impacts on reproductive health and increases risk of infection, which contribute to why 

DMPA has a 40% increased risk of HIV infection. Other studies suggest that estradiol containing 

COCs may have beneficial effects on the VMB. A combined contraceptive vaginal ring has been 

correlated with an increase in Lactobacillus in the VMB over 1 year of usage.83 Similarly, 

women using estradiol containing contraceptive vaginal ring show dominance of H2O2-positive 

Lactobacillus species.84 Therefore, endogenous sex hormones and the use of hormonal 

contraceptives can have varying impacts on the composition of the VMB.  

1.3.4 Vaginal Metabolites and the VMB 

Another aspect of the vaginal microenvironment is the metabolome, the presence of 

microbe-produced and host-produced metabolites which can influence the development of 

clinical conditions in the FGT.85 The metabolomic profile of a women’s FGT is largely 

dependent on the species of bacteria present in the VMB and their respective metabolism.86  

States of dysbiosis in the VMB results in dramatic changes to the vaginal metabolome. One 

study that correlated metabolite and bacteria species presence found distinct metabolomic 

signatures in women with BV compared to BV-negative woman.86 Also, women treated for BV 

whose VMB shifted to that of L. crispatus dominance also had high concentrations of 

metabolites that were negatively associated with BV, therefore confirming that specific bacteria 

have impacts on the metabolome.86 Lactobacillus in the VMB produce lactic acid which helps 

maintain the acidic pH in the FGT and has implications in antimicrobial activity against 

pathogenic bacteria.87 Therefore, the production of lactic acid has beneficial effects in the FGT. 
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Conversely, BV-associated bacteria are correlated with a shift away from lactic acid production 

towards the production of short-chain fatty acids (SCFA), fatty acids with less than six carbon 

atoms which lactic acid resembles but is not technically classified in this category.87 However, 

for the remainder of this project when discussing eubiotic and dysbiotic SCFA conditions, lactic 

acid will be included with the SFCA. Therefore, production of SCFA by BV-associated bacteria, 

specifically compounds such as butyrate, acetate and succinate, leads to a dysbiotic 

microenvironment in the FGT and an increased risk of BV development.87 One study proposed 

that the decreases in pro-inflammatory cytokine production seen in Lactobacillus-dominant 

VMB could be seen solely with the metabolites produced by these species, specifically lactic 

acid.88 Direct exposure of cervicovaginal epithelial cells to lactic acid reduced some pro-

inflammatory cytokine production, such as IL-6 and IL-8, and induced an anti-inflammatory 

state through Interleukin-1 Receptor Antagonist (IL-1RA) production.88 Therefore, reduced 

susceptibility to HIV infection through the down-regulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines seen 

in Lactobacillus-dominant VMB could be due to the metabolites present in this 

microenvironment. Other studies have shown that prolonged exposure to SCFA like acetate, 

butyrate and succinate result in increased production of pro-inflammatory cytokines like TNF-a, 

which may contribute to the increased risk of BV development seen with these conditions.89 

A systematic review and meta-analysis conducted by our laboratory (unpublished data) 

showed that there are specific classes of SCFA that are either up-regulated or down-regulated 

during states of dysbiosis.90 This meta-analysis concluded that SCFA such as acetate, succinate 

and butyrate are up-regulated during periods of dysbiosis in the VMB, and lactate is down-

regulated.90 The meta-analysis also determined the concentrations in which these compounds are 

found in various states of eubiosis and dysbiosis.90 These concentrations used in combination to 
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simulate eubiosis and dysbiosis in the FGT can be used to test the effects on vaginal epithelial 

cells, as well as bacteria growth on in vitro models of the vaginal epithelium. 

1.4 Biofilms 

Bacterial growth is mainly classified into two categories: planktonic bacteria, which are 

independent free-floating cells, or biofilms, which are aggerates of bacteria surrounded with self-

produced matrices.91,92 Biofilm research has become crucial in addressing many serious issues, 

such as food spoilage, infection of medical implants, and serious chronic infections.93 Despite the 

negative impacts of biofilms, there are some beneficial uses of biofilm formation.93 Many 

agricultural industries use biofilm-forming bacteria as biofertilizers to enhance crop growth and 

protect against pathogens.93 More research on the beneficial effects of biofilm formation needs to 

be conducted to determine other areas of importance these structures could impact.  

Many studies have focused on defining how biofilm grows, however most focus on biofilm 

formation in a laboratory setting which should be taken into consideration when discussing the 

proposed model of biofilm formation.91,94 The most widely accepted model of biofilm formation 

includes 5 stages: reversable attachment, irreversible attachment, formation of microcolonies, 

maturation and dispersal.93,94 The formation of biofilms is driven largely by the environment 

where biofilm is being formed, with initial attachment only occurring if environmental 

conditions are ideal.94,95 Planktonic cell reversible attachment involves the cell appendages and 

other non-specific physical forces between cell and surface.93,95 Irreversible attachment relies on 

motility elements like flagella as well as cell surface adhesion proteins to facilitate attachment to 

the surface.93,95 An important part of irreversible attachment and initial biofilm formation is the 

production of bis-(3′-5′)-cyclic dimeric guanosine monophosphate (c-di-GMP).94,95 Biofilm 

forming bacteria have different classes of proteins involved in the synthesis or degradation of c-
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di-GMP which are controlled by environmental cues that determine the amount of c-di-GMP 

being produced.94 This secondary messenger is involved in many critical cell functions including 

biofilm formation.96 c-di-GMP can inhibit motility functions of bacteria as they prepare to attach 

and begin biofilm formation and will then stimulate biosynthesis of adhesions and extracellular 

polymeric substances (EPS) which aid in surface attachment and begin to form the main 

components of the biofilm matrix.96 The biofilm matrix is the main structural component of 

biofilms, defined as a complex scaffold encasing the individual bacteria cells within the biofilm 

and creating many structural and chemical microenvironments to provide stability and 

protection.92,97 The EPS that form the matrix depends on the bacteria forming the biofilm, but 

can include polysaccharides, proteins, DNA, and lipids.92,93 One main component of the biofilm 

matrix is extracellular proteins involved in formation and stabilization of the biofilm structure.92 

Extracellular proteins connect bacteria and exopolysaccharides to maintain the architecture of the 

biofilm.92 One important protein family found in many bacteria is the biofilm associated protein 

(Bap), involved in biofilm formation and the pathogenic effect some biofilms exert.92 

Extracellular DNA (eDNA) is another key component of the biofilm matrix which is actively 

secreted by bacteria within the matrix and plays a role in intracellular connection and resistance 

to antibiotics and antimicrobials.92,93 Microcolony formation is the next step in the biofilm 

formation process, and starts with cell proliferation and continuing production of EPS which 

shapes the structure of the biofilm.93,95 This process is also highly dependent on environmental 

cues, such as oxygen and temperature, that determine the shape the biofilm will take.93,95 Biofilm 

maturation occurs as microcolony growth progresses and is accompanied by changes in gene 

expression that signal production of specific EPS for adhesion between cells.93,95 Biofilm 

dispersal occurs when bacteria cells revert back to planktonic form in search of a different niche, 
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which happens in response to environmental cues.93,95 Active dispersal occurs through the 

activation of genes involved in motility and EPS degradation and is controlled by decreasing c-

di-GMP levels.93,95  

Recently, an updated conceptual model of biofilm formation has been proposed that 

questions the importance of surface attachment of biofilms and instead places emphasis on 

bacteria aggregation.91 The main premise of this model is that biofilm formation in a natural 

environment may not be a standardized process, as determined by in vitro studies in a laboratory 

setting, but rather dependent on general aggregation in its present environment. This is 

confirmed by chronic infections linked to biofilm aggregation rather than surface attachment, 

including cystic fibrosis and chronic dermal wounds, where bacterial aggregates grow in mucus 

and airway surface liquid. Therefore, the proposed updated model describes three major events 

in the biofilm life cycle: aggregation, growth and disaggregation. This model may be more all-

encompassing, describing an open system where an influx of bacteria contributing to a 

continuously growing and changing biofilm is possible and can be used to depict biofilm 

formation regardless of the environment it is forming in. This theory of biofilm formation may 

be valuable for this project as the mucus layer of the vaginal epithelium is the proposed site of 

biofilm formation by the VMB. According to this model, biofilm growth in the presence of 

mucus relies on bacteria aggregation which can lead to surface attachment and is not restrictive 

to one or the other but rather a dynamic exchange between the two.91 

1.4.1 Lactobacillus-dominant Biofilms in the VMB 

The beneficial effects of Lactobacillus dominance in the FGT, such as strengthening of 

the epithelial barrier to prevent infection and blocking adhesion of urogenital pathogens, may be 

the result of biofilm formation of this bacteria on the vaginal.98 Comparative genomics of 10 
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vaginal L. crispatus strains show various conserved genes involved in adhesion and EPS 

production, with some of the adhesions identified being mucus-binding proteins and fibronectin-

binding proteins.43 As indicated previously, adhesion to a surface and EPS production are key 

components of the initial attachment and biofilm matrix formation and the presence of these 

genes could be evidence of biofilm formation properties in this bacterium. A study tested the 

biofilm forming capabilities of 16 vaginal strains of Lactobacillus isolated from healthy women 

and found that all strains had some biofilm forming capability, but the strength of biofilm 

formation varied across strain and within strains.99 One study isolated 2 strains of vaginal 

Lactobacillus species from healthy women and visualized biofilm formation on a slide culture 

with confocal laser scanning microscopy.100 Biofilm formation by Lactobacillus species in vitro 

has not being studied in depth and should be researched more closely to determine if biofilm 

formation is one of the specific mechanisms of protection this bacteria uses to promote health in 

the FGT. 

1.4.2 Dysbiotic Biofilms in the VMB 

G. vaginalis biofilm formation is speculated to be a main mechanism of virulence this 

bacterium uses to adhere strongly to the vaginal epithelium resulting in adverse health effects 

like development of BV and increased risk of STI susceptibility.72,101 Although it has been 

determined that BV is likely due to the presence of a polymicrobial community of biofilm 

forming bacteria, G. vaginalis is still cited as the anchoring bacteria that stimulates degradation 

of the mucus lining the vaginal epithelium and epithelial cell death through production of 

enzymes, cytotoxins and biofilm formation.63,65 Confirmation of G. vaginalis biofilm formation 

came from an early study of vaginal biopsies from women with BV that found 90% of women 

had a dense bacteria biofilm attached to the vaginal epithelium and 60-95% of bacteria within the 
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biofilm was identified as G. vaginalis.102 When looking more closely at the G. vaginalis genome 

to determine factors that contribute to its virulence, one study analysed three strains of G. 

vaginalis and found genes encoding glycosyltransferases that are important for the synthesis of 

EPS, which are necessary for biofilm formation.54 Also, genes encoding the toxin vaginolysin, a 

G. vaginalis specific epithelial cell cytotoxin, was conserved in all three strains.54 Vaginolysin 

has been the most commonly studied G. vaginalis virulence factor due to its highly conserved 

nature across the species and its implications in BV presence.103 BV-isolated strains of G. 

vaginalis show higher expression of vaginolysin, confirming this cytotoxin’s role in BV 

progression.104 Another study compared the major transcriptomic features of planktonic G. 

vaginalis cultures to BV-associated G. vaginalis biofilms and found a large number of 

differentially expressed genes (~78%).101 The upregulated genes included genes involved in 

hydrolase activity, genes encoding the LPXTG-motif cell anchor domain-containing protein 

involved in biofilm formation of Gram-positive bacteria, genes for glycosyltransferases, genes 

encoding vaginloysin, and genes encoding antimicrobial-specific resistance proteins belonging to 

efflux pump families.101 The G. vaginalis genome contains the bapL gene, encoding the Bap-like 

(BapL) protein, which as indicated before is an important protein in biofilm formation and 

pathogenic infection.62,105 Another mechanism which G. vaginalis uses to colonize the vaginal 

epithelium and form biofilm is the secretion of sialidase to degrade the mucus layer. There is a 

direct correlation in G. vaginalis strains with the presence of the sialidase A gene and biofilm 

formation.61 Therefore, specific genomic factors contribute to G. vaginalis’ ability to form 

biofilms.   

Many studies have tried to classify the biofilm forming capabilities of other BV-

associated anaerobic bacteria, and consistently find that G. vaginalis outgrows other bacteria 
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species. Investigation of biofilm formation and cytotoxicity of different BV-associated anaerobes 

found that G. vaginalis grows significantly thicker biofilm than other bacteria and has cytotoxic 

effects.72 A study isolated 30 different strains of bacteria from BV-positive vaginal samples and 

tested their biofilm formation and cytotoxic abilities, with G. vaginalis outcompeting all 29 

bacteria in each category.106 G. vaginalis ability to displace Lactobacillus species from the 

epithelium is known, with one study showing a BV-associated strain of G. vaginalis interfere 

with L. crispatus adherence to a vaginal epithelial cell line.44 BV strains of G. vaginalis have 

greater adhesion capability to epithelial cells and stronger displacement of already adherent L. 

crispatus.104  Lastly, G. vaginalis has the greatest displacement of L. crispatus from cervical 

epithelial cells when compared to other BV-associated bacteria.107 Therefore, G. vaginalis 

adherence capabilities exceeds that of other BV-associated anaerobes and in some cases can 

displace Lactobacillus species. 

Despite the evidence for G. vaginalis dominance in BV-associated biofilm, many studies 

have confirmed that presence of other BV-associated anaerobes enhances G. vaginalis biofilm 

and leads to BV presence.65 Determination of the presence of bacteria in vaginal samples from 

women with BV compared to healthy asymptomatic women found that the BV group had 

presence of many facultative or obligate anaerobes.108 A study looked at the co-aggregation 

capability of other BV-associated anaerobes with G. vaginalis and found varying degrees of co-

aggregation, with bacteria like A. vaginae and P. bivia having the most pronounced effect.63 

qPCR quantification and confocal microscopy of clinical samples quantified and visualized G. 

vaginalis and A. vaginae and found that for any samples that A. vaginae was present, so was G. 

vaginalis, and together the bacteria were present in higher concentrations when compared to 
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samples with individual bacteria.109 Therefore, G. vaginalis presence may be necessary for 

certain BV-associated anaerobes to grow. 

Many studies have indicated a symbiotic relationship between G. vaginalis and P. bivia 

specifically, which leads to strengthened multi-species biofilm found in BV conditions. 

Prevotella is a genus of gram-negative obligate anaerobes known for their colonization of human 

mucosal surfaces.110 Studies investigating the role of Prevotella species in vaginal colonization 

found that vaginal strains of this bacteria have distinct genetic makeups compared to oral 

strains.111 P. bivia has sialidase activity for the degradation of the vaginal mucus, similar to G. 

vaginalis, which may be why Prevotella is often identified as a prominent species in 

polymicrobial BV-associated biofilm.68 P. bivia produces ammonia, used by G. vaginalis during 

growth. In return G. vaginalis produces amino acids, which enhance the growth of P. bivia.112 

This highlights the symbiotic relationship between these two bacteria. A study looking at 

changes in the VMB during induction of BV through daily vaginal swab collection found 

decreases in L. crispatus bacteria and subsequent increases in P. bivia, G. vaginalis and A. 

vaginae, indicating the role of these bacteria in BV progression.113 Colonization of mouse 

vaginal epithelium using clinical isolated G. vaginalis and P. bivia found that both bacteria could 

colonize the epithelium alone and in co-culture, with P. bivia growth increasing in the co-culture 

model.114 Our lab showed that co-cultures of G. vaginalis and P. bivia on vaginal epithelial cells 

enhanced the adverse effects on barrier integrity and cell cytotoxicity seen with individual 

bacteria cultures.45 Therefore, these bacteria may act as co-conspirators in biofilm formation and 

BV development, which has adverse effects in the FGT. 
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1.4.3 Strategies for Biofilm Treatment and Limitations 

Bacteria use biofilm formation as a protective mechanism that sustains their viability. For 

example, biofilms are more resistant to antibiotics and antimicrobial agents, with some studies 

showing biofilm resistance is 10,000 times that of planktonic cells.92 Biofilm matrix components 

have proven antimicrobial properties, with charged polysaccharides and eDNA able to trap many 

types of antibiotics and block penetration into the biofilm.92 eDNA is cited as the most important 

component of the matrix for resistance to antibiotics.115 Antibiotic resistance genes on plasmids 

of bacteria and frequent horizontal gene transfer can also lead to high levels of antibiotic 

resistance within a biofilm.92 Other studies have indicated that expression of multi-drug 

resistance genes in bacteria within the biofilm contribute.115 Bacteria encapsulated within the 

biofilm have a slower metabolic rate and reduced cell division compared to planktonic cells, 

which results in protection against antibiotics that target actively dividing cells.92 Efflux pumps 

are also upregulated in biofilm communities and allow the removal of intracellular toxins such as 

antibiotics.92   

Due to increased antibiotic resistance, different strategies for dissociation of biofilm has 

been an active field of study in recent years.116 Antimicrobial peptides (AMP) are cationic 

amphipathic molecules produced by many organisms, and are integral parts of the human innate 

immune system.117 AMPs have known antimicrobial effects which disrupt the bacterial 

membrane, cause leakage of cellular content, and destabilize the biofilm matrix.115,117 A benefit 

of AMPs is the reduction in antibiotic resistance seen with these molecules and their broad 

spectrum use against a variety of pathogens.115 The discovery of thiopeptides is a more recent 

antimicrobial product which shows promise as a broadly acting antibiotic.118 Thiopeptides are 

complex, thiazole containing peptide antibiotics that act as protein synthesis inhibitors.118 There 
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are only two thiopeptides available for commercial use currently, but these antibiotic molecules 

are promising solutions to combat biofilm formation.118 Using enzymes that degrade EPS in the 

biofilm matrix is another strategy of interest for biofilm treatment.115 Common enzymes that 

have been studied include DNase to degrade eDNA in the matrix, proteinase K to degrade 

extracellular proteins, and lysozyme to degrade exopolysaccharides.115 Lastly, studies into the 

use of small molecule natural antimicrobials, like Subtilosin, ε-Poly-L-Lysine, and Lauramide 

Arginine Ethyl Ester, to combat BV-associated biofilm have been done in plate models, and the 

use of these molecules in combination with antibiotics have been effective against G. vaginalis 

biofilm, but does not prevent Lactobacillus biofilm growth.119,120 These strategies in combination 

with antibiotic therapies show promising results for biofilm treatment.  

1.4.4 Strategies for BV-associated Biofilm Dissociation 

G. vaginalis biofilm in the FGT has increased resistance to antibiotics, such as 

metronidazole, which is the most common treatment for BV.101 Due to the antibiotic resistant 

nature of biofilm formed on the vaginal epithelium, BV reoccurrence rates are very high after 

this treatment.121 One study tested clinical isolates of biofilm forming G. vaginalis compared to 

planktonic strains of G. vaginalis and found that the biofilm forming strains required 

significantly higher minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of metronidazole to dissociate 

biofilm than the planktonic strains.122 Therefore, different strategies for the dissociation of BV-

associated biofilm is needed to combat this condition in the FGT. 

One target for biofilm treatment is the biofilm matrix.123 The matrix is accessible to the 

surrounding environment making it a primary target for enzyme degradation.123  Breakdown of 

the biofilm matrix by enzyme degradation to dissociate biofilm is a promising treatment 

option.123 Human lysozyme is a ubiquitous secretory enzyme that hydrolyses beta-1,4-glycosidic 
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bonds in bacterial peptidoglycan.124,125 Lysozyme alone or in combination with an antibiotic 

caused complete dissociation and prevention of G. vaginalis biofilm growth in a plate model.124 

Lysozyme for biofilm treatment demonstrates complete inhibition of G. vaginalis biofilm growth 

at all tested concentrations.125 Another target in the biofilm matrix is eDNA, which can be 

degraded by the enzyme DNase.126 DNase treatment was effective for G. vaginalis biofilm 

dissociation in a plate.126 Studying the effectiveness of these and other enzyme treatments for 

biofilm dissociation in a vaginal epithelial cell model would be a novel area of research. 

Hormones have a large influence on the vaginal microenvironment, and estrogen 

presence can shift the VMB towards Lactobacillus dominance.78 Estrogen treatment decreases 

anaerobic Gram-negative bacteria and increases the prevalence of Lactobacillus.78,127 A phase 

one clinical trial testing the safety, tolerability, and feasibility of a low dose, 

intravaginal estradiol ring alone or in combination with a Lactobacillus-based probiotics was 

recently completed by our group.128 The trial found that this treatment was a safe and acceptable 

intervention and phase two will focus on the ability of this treatment to enhance vaginal health 

through VMB analysis.128 The specific interactions between endogenous sex hormones and 

VMB biofilm have not been studied and may provide a novel mechanism for biofilm dispersal 

and BV treatment.  

The use of Lactobacillus probiotics for BV treatment has been a developing area of 

research. A trial conducted in 64 women taking oral Lactobacillus-based probiotics found that 

two months of treatment increased Lactobacillus presence in the VMB without negative side 

effects.129 L. crispatus has a variety of mechanisms it uses to combat G. vaginalis pathogenesis. 

Genetic analysis of L. crispatus bacteria found antagonistic molecular factors to G. vaginalis, 

including proteins inhibitory towards G. vaginalis adherence and pili formation, which could 
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prevent G. vaginalis pathogenicity and colonization.43 L. crispatus colonization in low pH 

conditions of an in vitro porcine vaginal mucosa model completely inhibited growth of G. 

vaginalis on the mucosa.130 L. crispatus pre-colonization of a cervical epithelial cell line 

inhibited growth and repressed vaginolysin expression of BV-positive G. vaginalis strains.131 

Therefore, L. crispatus should be investigated further as a potential probiotic treatment for 

biofilm dissociation and BV treatment.  

1.5 Experimental Models of the Vaginal Epithelium 

Various models of the female genital tract have been used to study the diseases and 

infections, including ex vivo and in vitro models. These systems have advantages and 

disadvantages, with one common disadvantage being the inability to capture complete and 

complex structural and physiological components of the FGT.132 However, one common 

advantage is the ability to recapitulate and manipulate models that resemble this organ system 

and focus on specific mechanisms and pathways relevant to the research being conducted.132 In 

vivo animals models are the ideal experimental models which most closely resemble the complex 

physiology and structure of humans and is an emerging field in the study of VMB interactions 

and relation to infection. However, these models are beyond the scope of this project.  

Ex vivo primary cell cultures from the FGT tissue are closely related to in vivo conditions and 

are important cultures system in this area of study.132 Studies in our laboratory have used ex vivo 

primary genital epithelial cell models to research ways in which HIV presence in the FGT 

impacts epithelial barrier function, showing that the inflammatory state caused by the presence of 

HIV can decrease barrier strength.10 Ex vivo primary endometrial and endocervical cell cultures 

in our laboratory have also been used to investigate immune responses to HIV.133,134 Exposure of 

primary cell cultures to HIV or the gp120 envelope glycoprotein found that cytokine production 
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and decrease in barrier function of these cells is mediated through the toll-like recptor-2 and -4 

(TLR2/TLR4) pathway and nuclear factor (NF)-kB activation.133 Our laboratory used primary 

endometrial cell cultures exposed to HIV virus or gp120 protein and found that this resulted in 

activation of interferon regulatory factor 3 (IFR3) through the TLR2 pathway and induced 

interferon (IFN)-b production which significantly increased epithelial barrier function.134  

Other laboratories have studied various aspects of female reproductive health in ex vivo 

primary cell models as well. One studied isolated CD8+ T cells from endometrial tissue to 

determine the influence of endogenous sex hormones on CD8+ cell cytotoxicity and found that 

exposure to estradiol can suppress the cytotoxic activity of these cells.135 Another study used 

isolated stromal fibroblasts from different ex vivo tissues recovered from hysterectomy patients, 

and when primary endometrial fibroblasts were exposed to estrogen, interferon-stimulated genes 

MxA and OAS2 were upregulated.136 Ex vivo models of ectocervical cells have been used to test 

common microbicides for HIV prevention, like Tenofovir, showing safety and efficacy of this 

treatment for in vivo use.137 A study testing a combination antiretroviral therapy (cART), 

lopinavir, for pregnant women used first-trimester placentae and/or decidua parietalis ex vivo 

samples found that this drug may cause inadequate placentation and lead to the reported negative 

birth outcomes associated with this treatment.138 Ex vivo models have also been used in studies 

of the VMB. VEC-100 tissues derived from primary ectocervical cells showed the colonization 

capabilities of different VMB associated bacteria and found that colonization with BV-associated 

bacteria P. bivia induced higher interleukin-8 (IL-8) and NFkB activation.139 The use of primary 

human vaginal/ectocervical cells grown on cell inserts to form a multilayer culture found that G. 

vaginalis exposure to apical and basolateral face of the model elicits different cytokine 

responses.103 While studies with ex vivo models are expansive and important representatives of in 
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vivo conditions, genital tract tissues can be difficult to acquire and variations in due to different 

organs from which cells are derived  and age of donor can influence results generated with these 

models.140 

1.5.1 In vitro Models of Vaginal Epithelial Cells 

Various vaginal epithelial cells lines have been used in a wide range of studies focusing 

on female reproductive health. One study investigated the inflammatory response of  A431 cells 

that form a three-dimensional epithelial tissue resembling human vaginal mucosa to common 

infections like C. albicans, and found significant increases in gene expression for cytokines like 

IL-8 and TNF-a when exposed to line bacteria.141 Another important area of study using vaginal 

epithelial cell lines is HIV research, including assessments of novel strategies for combating HIV 

infection. HEC-1A endometrial adenocarcinoma cell lines have been used to test a novel 

microbicide, UAMC01398, against HIV-1 infection and confirmed the safety and efficacy of this 

product.142 A study constructed a novel a recombinant adeno-associated virus (AAV) vector that 

encodes human b12 anti-HIV gp120 BnAb and used AAV-BnAb gene transfer into different 

cervico-vaginal epithelial cell lines, like ectocervical cells (Ectl/E6E7), endocervical cells 

(Endl/E6E7), and vaginal cells (VK2/E6E7) as a strategy to combat translocation of HIV 

virus.143  

A common cell line for studies relating to the vaginal epithelium is the Vk2/E6E7 cell 

line. This cell line was developed from normal vaginal cells, which were immortalized using a 

retroviral vector expressing human papilloma virus (HPV) type 16 E6 and E7 (LXSN-

16/E6E7).144 The viral oncogenes in this vector increase epithelial cell proliferation without 

complete transformation of the cell line.145 This cell line has been used in the presence of MPA 

and norethisterone (NET), hormonal contraceptives, and progesterone to show that these 
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compounds regulate gene expression of inflammatory cytokines in these cells.146 Vk2 cells show 

expression of hemoglobin-a/b in Vk2 cells in response to lipopolysaccharide.147 One study used 

Vk2 cells to assess immune modulation in the presence of lactic acid, and showed increases in 

interleukin-1b (IL-1b) and IL-8 production.148 Vk2 cells have been used to investigate 

interactions with pathogenic fungi like C. albicans, and showed that cells cultured in high 

glucose conditions had increased colonization of this pathogen.149 Vk2 cells have also been used 

to study vaginal epithelium interactions with HIV infection and the mechanisms that may lead to 

infection. HIV gp120 binding to Vk2 cells shows subsequent dose dependant increase in matrix 

metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9).150 A study used Vk2 cells to show that HIV translocation uses 

intracellular trafficking to the endocytic recycling pathway.151 Vk2 cells have also been used to 

study the safety and efficacy of different vaginal drug delivery systems, like the use of clinically 

approved antimicrobials, such as Gino-Canesten®, Sertopic® and Dermofix® among others.152 

Vaginal epithelial cell lines can be cultured in a monolayer system in tissue cultures plates.132 

The resulting in vitro vaginal epithelial cultures have been shown to generate an innate immune 

response when exposed to TLR agonists, including significant levels of cytokines such as IL-6 

and IL-1b.153 Another option for culturing vaginal epithelial cell lines involves culture insert 

systems, or transwells, which creates separate apical and basal chambers for the study of cell 

secretions and cell migration among other assays.132 This type of culture system also allows for 

the formation of liquid-liquid interface (LLI) cultures or air-liquid interface cultures (ALI).  

Our laboratory commonly uses the Vk2/E6E7 cell line in either LLI or ALI transwell 

system. Vk2 cells have significant differences in morphology and physiology when cultured in 

ALI verses LLI conditions.145 In our lab, Lee, Y et al. (2016) showed clearly using H&E 

staining, that when cultured in ALI conditions Vk2 cells form a multilayer of stratified squamous 
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epithelium while LLI cultures result in a monolayer of simple squamous epithelium. The 

multilayered nature of ALI cultures better mimic in vivo conditions as the vaginal epithelium is 

composed of stratified squamous epithelial cells.145 Both ALI and LLI cultures of Vk2 cells were 

also able to produce cytokeratin proteins, which are important proteins in the cytoskeleton 

complex of epithelial cells.145 Some papers have suggested that culturing vaginal epithelial cells 

in an ALI system results in the production of mucus132, but a recent review of various culture 

systems for modelling the vaginal epithelium outlined that a drawback of Vk2 cells in ALI 

culture is that mucus production has not been reported.154 Another study of ALI cultures 

determined that secretory material is visible on ALI cultures after extended culture time (2-3 

weeks).155 The presence of a mucus layer in cell culture would add another structural component 

that closely resembles in vivo conditions and should therefore be studied more closely in this 

culture system. 

1.5.2 In vitro Models of VMB Biofilm 

Evidence that the VMB has an impact on FGT health has led to development of models 

investigating the interactions between vaginal epithelial cells and the bacteria in the VMB. Many 

studies focus on interactions of the VMB-associated bacteria separately, which is commonly 

done in plate models.63,64,72,122,156,157 The use of plate models is valuable to study different 

aspects of colonization, biofilm formation and pathogenicity, as well as biofilm treatment. Plate 

models have been used to visualize planktonic bacteria growth, as well as growth of single and 

dual-species biofilm with different techniques like staining, specific probes and various 

microscopy techniques.63,64,72,157 Although biofilm formation in plate models makes visualization 

and quantification easy, it is not an accurate representation of the in vivo physiology of biofilms 

and their interactions with epithelial cells. Therefore, developing in vitro cell models that sustain 
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biofilms are important for visualization and quantification of biofilm as well as determination of 

protective or cytotoxic effects and the mechanisms behind these interactions. Common cell 

models in VMB biofilm colonization assays include HeLa cell lines (ATCC CCL-2), ME-180 

epithelial cell lines (ATCC HTB-33), End1/E6E7 (ATCC CRL-2615) and Ect1/E6E7 cell lines 

(ATCC CRL-2614).71,72,106,139 Vk2/E6E7 (ATCC CRL-2616) cell lines have been used to model 

bacteria colonization as well, but this is not as common. Previous research in our laboratory used 

Vk2/E6E7 cells in co-culture with VMB associated bacteria to determine the varying effects 

these bacteria have on epithelial cells.45 This research showed that bacteria of the VMB can 

influence different aspects of vaginal epithelial cells such as barrier integrity, cell cytotoxicity 

and inflammatory cytokine production. However, there was no visualization aspect of this 

project to model biofilm formation on cells or quantification methods utilized to accurately 

measure biofilm formation. The creation of a vaginal epithelial cell and VMB associated bacteria 

co-culture system for visualization and quantification would allow for the study of specific 

mechanistic interactions between epithelial cells and bacteria biofilms, as well as the ability to 

test various strategies for treatment of BV-associated biofilm.  
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CHAPTER 2: RATIONALE AND HYPOTHESIS 

HIV remains a widespread epidemic which disproportionately affects women 

worldwide.1 Understanding the role the FGT plays in HIV infection is important as 40% of HIV 

transmission occurs in this area.3 One aspect of the FGT, the VMB, can impact HIV 

susceptibility depending on the species of bacteria present.28 A Lactobacillus-dominant, eubiotic 

state in the VMB is correlated with beneficial health effects and decreased risk of HIV infection 

through strengthening of the vaginal epithelial barrier, reduction in inflammation in the FGT and 

killing of pathogens.27,34,35 Dysbiosis in the VMB, classified by presence of a variety of 

anaerobic bacteria, positively correlates with the clinical condition Bacterial Vaginosis (BV).28,55 

This condition, as well as VMB dysbiosis, is correlated with adverse health effects in women and 

increased risk of HIV infection through degradation of the vaginal epithelial barrier, epithelial 

cell cytotoxicity and increased inflammation.28,56  Many studies have tried to characterize the 

various interactions between the VMB and the vaginal epithelium that contribute to these 

beneficial or harmful effects in the FGT. Human clinical trials, ex vivo cell models, and in vitro 

cells models have all been used to better understand the contributions of the VMB to general 

FGT health. In vitro cell models are most common as they are easy to establish and maintain and 

can be manipulated in ways that allow analysis of specific interactions and pathways.71,72,106,139 

However, lacking in many in vitro studies is the visualization and quantification of biofilm 

formation on epithelial cells. It has been well established that the pathogenicity of a dysbiotic 

VMB which leads to the development of BV is highly correlated with biofilm formation of 

dysbiotic bacteria on the vaginal epithelium.71,98 One highly prevalent dysbiotic bacteria, G. 

vaginalis, is the driving factor for biofilm development and pathogenicity in the VMB and is 
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highly correlated with presence of the adverse health effects mentioned. Biofilm formation is a 

highly conserved mechanism of pathogenicity and survival among bacteria and leads to 

increased resistance to antibiotic treatment.89 Modeling biofilm formation of eubiotic and 

dysbiotic bacteria on vaginal epithelial cells with specific visualization strategies for identifying 

and quantifying biofilm is lacking in literature. Creation of such model would provide valuable 

insight into the specific mechanisms that Lactobacillus-dominant biofilm or BV-associated 

bacteria biofilm use for either protection or pathogenicity in the FGT. This type of model could 

also be used to test various strategies for combating the formation of dysbiotic vaginal biofilm 

which may have implications for BV treatment and reduction in the susceptibility to HIV 

infection. Strategies for the enhancement of eubiotic biofilm formation could also be tested in 

this model for combating infection in the FGT.  

Within that context, this thesis set out to characterize and optimize an in vitro model of 

biofilm formation on vaginal epithelial cells, then use this model to investigate biofilm and Vk2 

cell interactions and test novel biofilm treatment strategies. Based on previous research in our 

laboratory, we hypothesize that a Lactobacillus biofilm will enhance barrier function and 

decrease cytotoxicity of vaginal epithelial cells whereas P. bivia and G. vaginalis biofilm will 

decrease barrier function and induce cytotoxicity. Moreover, based on previous literature 

establishing treatments for VMB biofilm formation and previous research in our laboratory, we 

also hypothesize that various conditions, such as presence of estradiol and eubiotic short-

chain fatty acids, will stimulate Lactobacillus biofilm growth and suppress P. bivia and G. 

vaginalis biofilm growth in a vaginal epithelial cell model. Specifically, previous research has 

shown that Lactobacillus bacteria, such as L. crispatus, enhance barrier function, decrease cell 

cytotoxicity and reduce inflammation in vaginal epithelial cells.45 Therefore, biofilm formation 
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by this bacterium on a vaginal epithelial cell line should generate similar results. Also, studies 

have shown that various conditions in the FGT, including presence of the endogenous sex 

hormone estrogen and presence of eubiotic metabolites, like lactic acid, promote Lactobacillus 

growth.78,86 Therefore, the use of these conditions for Lactobacillus biofilm enhancement is a 

promising strategy for vaginal epithelial cell health. Previous research has also shown that 

dysbiotic, BV-associated bacteria such a G. vaginalis and P. bivia, decrease barrier function and 

increase cell cytotoxicity and inflammation in vaginal epithelial cells.45 Therefore, biofilm 

formation by this bacterium on a vaginal epithelial cell line should generate similar results. Also, 

studies have shown that various conditions in the FGT, including presence of the endogenous sex 

hormone estrogen and presence of eubiotic metabolites, like lactic acid, promote shifts to 

Lactobacillus dominance and eubiosis in the VMB.78,86 Therefore, the use of these conditions for 

dissociation of BV-associated bacteria biofilm and enhancement of Lactobacillus biofilm is a 

promising strategy to combat infection and BV presence in the FGT and lead to increased 

vaginal epithelial cell health. 

The hypothesis was tested through two specific aims: 

Aim 1: Establish an in vitro biofilm growth model using select bacteria present in the VMB 
in a Vk2 cell line modelling vaginal epithelium.  
 
Aim 2: Determine the effect of biofilm growth on vaginal epithelial cells and test different 
strategies for suppression of P. bivia and G. vaginalis biofilm growth and enhancement of 
Lactobacillus biofilm growth on cells. 
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CHAPTER 3: MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 Vk2 Cell Culture  

The Vk2/E6E7 vaginal epithelial cell line (ATCC CRL-2616) was obtained from the ATCC 

(Manassas, VA, USA). This cell line was derived from normal human vaginal mucosal tissue 

and immortalized by transduction with E6/E7 gene. Vk2 cells were cultured in keratinocyte 

serum free media (KSFM; Thermofisher, Cat.17005042) until 80% confluency at 37°C in 5% 

CO2. When bacteria were inoculated on cells, antibiotic free keratinocyte serum free media (AF-

KSFM) was used. Cells were washed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS), and trypsinized 

using 1X trypsin- EDTA. Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium F-12 (DMEM/F-12; 

Thermofisher, Cat. 12634- 010) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) was added to the 

trypsinized cells to deactivate the trypsin. The cell suspension was centrifuged at 1500 rpm for 5 

min, the supernatant was decanted, and the cell pellet was resuspended in KSFM. Cell counting 

was performed by trypan blue exclusion assay using a hemocytometer. 60,000 cells were seeded 

on the apical side of 0.4 μm transwells (VWR, Cat. 82050-022) in 24 well plates. Two hundred 

microliters of KSFM was added to the apical side of the transwell after cell seeding and mixed 

well to ensure even cell distribution, and 700 μL of KSFM was added to the basolateral side. To 

create liquid-liquid interface (LLI) cultures, media remained on the apical side of the well for the 

remainder of the incubation. To create air-liquid interface (ALI) cultures, one day after seeding 

the apical media was aspirated. Vk2 cultures were subsequently incubated at 37°C for 7-10 days 

depending on the experiment. Media was changed every alternate day.  

3.2 Vk2 Cell Culture in Hormone Conditions: 

For some experiments, Vk2 cells were grown in ALI or LLI cultures as described in 3.1 Vk2 Cell 

Culture in media containing different hormones conditions. Hormones were used in following 
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concentrations: estrogen (E2) = 10-9 M and progesterone (P4) = 10-7 M. Vk2 cells were grown in 

aerobic conditions with hormones for 6 days. Anaerobic incubation in the GasPak EZ Anaerobe 

Container System (Becton Dickenson, Cat, 260001) at 37°C in 5% CO2 was done after 6 days of 

aerobic growth when bacteria was co-cultured on cells. Control cultures were kept in hormone 

free media. 

3.3 Vk2 Cell Culture in Short Chain Fatty Acid (SCFA) Conditions: 

For some experiments, Vk2 cells were grown in LLI cultures as described in 3.1 Vk2 Cell 

Culture in media containing different SCFA conditions. SCFA were used in following 

concentrations: Eubiotic SCFA = lactic acid (100mM), acetic acid (4mM), succinic acid 

(0.1mM), butyric acid (0.1mM), Dysbiotic SCFA = lactic acid (20mM), acetic acid (40mM), 

succinic acid (10mM), butyric acid (2mM). Anaerobic incubation for 24h in the GasPak EZ 

Anaerobe Container System (Becton Dickenson, Cat, 260001) at 37°C in 5% CO2 was done after 

6 days of aerobic growth when bacteria was co-cultured on cells. Control cultures were kept in 

SCFA free media. 

3.4 Vk2 Cell Culture in Sialidase Conditions: 

For some experiments, Vk2 cells were grown in LLI cultures in hormone conditions as described 

in 3.2 Vk2 Cell Cultures in Hormone Conditions. After 6 days of aerobic growth Vk2 cells were 

subjected to a 2-h incubation with 0.2 U/mg of the sialidase enzyme on the apical side of the 

cultures. The sialidase enzyme was removed before bacteria was inoculated on cells. Anaerobic 

incubation for 24h in the GasPak EZ Anaerobe Container System (Becton Dickenson, Cat, 

260001) at 37°C in 5% CO2 was done after 6 days of aerobic growth when bacteria was co-

cultured on cells. Control cultures were not subjected to sialidase enzyme incubation. 
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3.5 Transepithelial Resistance (TER):  

TER measurements to assess barrier integrity were taken using a voltohmmeter (World Precision 

Instruments). For ALI cultures, 200 μL of KSFM media was added to the apical well and 

incubated for 1 h at 37°C prior to TER measurement, then removed upon completion of TER 

measurements. TER assessment was presented as either raw TER values (Ohms/cm2) for a 

specific day, or as % Pre-treatment TER: (TER of culture after treatment / TER of culture before 

treatment)*100%. The effect of anaerobic conditions on the Vk2 cells was determined by % pre-

treatment TER: (TER of 48 h anaerobic culture / TER of 7 day aerobic culture)*100%. The 

effect of bacteria on the Vk2 cells was determined by % pre-treatment TER: (TER of bacteria 

and Vk2 cell co-cultures / TER of the Day 6 Vk2 cell culture before bacteria was added)*100. 

3.6 Cell Viability via Lactate Dehydrogenase (LDH) Assay:  

To evaluate cell viability, lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) assays were performed according to 

manufacturer’s instructions using apical culture supernatants and maximum cell lysis 

supernatants as positive controls (Thermofisher, Cat. 88953). Maximum lysis controls were 

created by adding in 50 μL of lysis buffer provided in the kit to 9-day old ALI or LLI Vk2 

cultures.  To determine LDH activity, the value obtained at 680 nm (background) was subtracted 

from the values obtained at 490 nm (absorbance value) for each sample. Cell cytotoxicity was 

determined by comparing the LDH activity of each condition to the LDH activity of the 

maximum lysis control.  

3.7 Mucin Production by Vk2 Cells:  

Cell-associated mucin production by Vk2 cells from day 1 to day 10 of culture was evaluated by 

immunofluorescent technique. Vk2 cells were grown in duplicate for 10 days. LLI culture 
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supernatants were collected before fixing and stored at -20°C to analyze for secreted mucin. 200 

μL of KSFM media was added to the apical side of the ALI wells, and after 2h of incubation, the 

apical supernatant was collected and stored at -20°C to analyze for secreted mucin by Human 

Carbohydrate Antigen 15-3 Mucin-1 ELISA Kit (Sigma Aldrich #RAB0375). ELISA Standards 

were made following assay kit instructions instructions. All samples and standards were added 

into a 96-well sterile flat bottom cell culture plate in 100 μL aliquots following the specified 

plate layout. The ELISA procedure was followed as per the kit instructions and absorbance was 

measured at 450nm on SpectraMax i3 spectrophotometer. Protein concentration (mU/mL) of 

samples was extrapolated from standard curve created using Standard absorbance values. Cells 

were fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde for 10min, washed with PBS 3 times, and stored 

protected from light at 4°C with 50 μL of PBS remaining in each well to prevent drying out of 

cells until staining was performed. Detection of mucin-1 on Vk2 cell surface was performed 

using 1:100 mouse anti-human MUC1 (CD227) antibody (BD PharmingenTM) in blocking 

solution (5% goat serum, 5% BSA, 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS) for 1h at room temperature. Cells 

were washed 3 times with PBS, then incubated with 100 μL of goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 

secondary antibody (Life Technologies; 1:1000 dilution in blocking solution) for 1 h at room 

temperature protected from light. After extensive washing, transwell membranes were excised 

from the polystyrene inserts and mounted on glass slides in mounting medium containing DAPI 

(Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA, USA). All samples were imaged on an inverted confocal laser-

scanning microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti2) using standard operating conditions (63× objective, 

optical laser thickness of 1μm, image dimension of 512 × 512, lasers: green 488 nm and red 594 

nm laser lines). Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) is a unit of measurement for fluorescence 

quantification used in all experiments where fluorescence is visualized and measured in this 
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project. MFI was quantified using mean gray area analysis in ImageJ from 2-3 randomly selected 

fields of view per well. Duplicate image quantification was averaged and reported (MFI).  

3.8 Bacterial Stock Preparation:  

Lactobacillus crispatus SJ-3C-US (PTA10138) from ATCC was provided by Dr. Nuch 

Tanphaichitr (University of Ottawa). Prevotella bivia (ATCC 29303), Gardnerella vaginalis 

(ATCC 14019) and Lactobacillus iners (ATCC 55195) were purchased from ATCC. L. crispatus 

was grown in ATCC medium 416 (Lactobacillus MRS broth/agar), G. vaginalis and L. iners 

were grown in ATCC medium 1685 (NYC III medium), and P. bivia was grown in ATCC 

medium 2107 (Modified Reinforced Clostridial (MRC) medium) at 37°C in anaerobic conditions 

using the GasPak EZ Anaerobe Container System (Becton Dickenson, Cat, 260001). Glycerol 

(20%) stocks were made for each bacterium and stored at -80°C for future use. The bacterial 

stock concentration was determined through serial dilutions plated onto MRS Agar (L. 

crispatus), tryptic soy agar supplemented with 5% sheep’s blood (L. iners and G. vaginalis) or 

Columbia agar supplemented with 5% sheep’s blood (P. bivia) to determine Colony Forming 

Units (CFU)/mL by the Miles and Misra technique.158 Pseudomonas aeruginosa (ATCC BAA-

47) was generously provided by Dr. Lori Burrows and was grown in ATCC medium 1634 (LB 

broth/agar).  

3.9 Bacterial Growth Curve:  

Bacteria was inoculated into the appropriate broth and grown for 24 h at 37°C in anaerobic 

conditions using the GasPak EZ Anaerobe Container System (Becton Dickenson, Cat, 260001). 

A 500 μL aliquot of grown culture was inoculated into 5 mL of fresh medium. The growth of 
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culture was tracked for 24 h, taking Optical Density at 600nm (OD600) and CFU/mL 

measurements at 2 h time intervals.  

3.10 Biofilm Growth in a Plate Model:  

Bacteria stock was thawed, inoculated into broth and grown for 24 h at 37°C in anaerobic 

conditions using the GasPak EZ Anaerobe Container System. A 500 μL aliquot of grown culture 

was inoculated into 5 mL of fresh media. Cultures were grown at 37°C in anaerobic conditions 

using the GasPak EZ Anaerobe Container System until log phase was reached. P. aeruginosa 

(positive control) was grown for 24 h at 37°C in aerobic conditions with shaking at 250 rpm. 

Once cultures were grown, they were then serially diluted 1:10 in PBS and plated using two 

different methods. Twenty-four well sterile flat bottom cell culture plates were seeded with 500 

μL of the first 5 culture dilutions, and 96-well sterile flat bottom cell culture plates were seeded 

with 200 μl of the first 5 culture dilutions in triplicate. Negative control wells contained broth 

medium only without bacteria. Plates were incubated at 37°C in anaerobic conditions using the 

GasPak EZ Anaerobe Container System. A separate plate was used for P. aeruginosa and was 

incubated at 37°C in aerobic conditions with shaking at 250 rpm. Different plates were used to 

test various incubation times (24 – 48 h). After the incubation period, excess broth was removed, 

and each well was washed twice with PBS. Plates were shaken vigorously with each wash to 

remove non-adherent bacteria. Remaining attached bacteria were fixed with 500 μL (24-well 

plate) or 200 μL (96-well plate) of 99% methanol per well for 15min. Methanol was removed, 

and once dry, plates were stained with 500 μL (24-well plate) or 200 μL (96-well plate) of 2% 

crystal violet stain per well for 15min. Excess stain was rinsed off with running tap water and 

plates were left to air dry. 24-well plates were imaged using an EVOS FL Life Technology 

Microscope. For 96-well plates, dye bound to adherent cells was re-solubilized with 160 μL of 
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33% (v/v) glacial acetic acid per well. The absorbance of each well was measured at 570 nm 

using a SpectraMax i3 spectrophotometer. The Abs570 of the biofilm was compared to the 

negative control (negative control = average Abs570 of negative control + (3XSD of negative 

control) to classify the biofilm forming capability into four categories (adapted from Stepanovic 

S, et al. 2000. J Microbiol Methods 40): 

Non-adherent: Abs570 ≤ negative control 

Weak Biofilm adherence: Abs570 ≤ 2 x negative control 

Moderate Biofilm adherence: Abs570 ≤ 4 x negative control  

Strong Biofilm adherence: Abs570 > negative control X 4  

3.11 Biofilm eDNA & Matrix Protein Staining in Plate Model: 

Bacteria were grown in a 24-well plate model according to 3.10 Biofilm Growth in a Plate 

Model. After the incubation period, excess broth media was aspirated then each well was washed 

twice with 0.9% saline solution and vigorous shaking to remove non-adherent bacteria. Wells 

were stained with 500 μL of 1 μM SYTOX Green eDNA stain (Molecular Probes Invitrogen 

Detection Technologies), which binds to DNA in the sample, for 10 min or 500 μL of 

FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby Biofilm Matrix stain (Molecular Probes Invitrogen Detection 

Technologies), which labels most classes of proteins, including phosphoproteins, fibrillar 

proteins, and other proteins in the biofilm matrix that are difficult to stain, for 30 min at room 

temperature. Images were taken on an EVOS FL Life Technology microscope. MFI was 

quantified using images from 2 randomly selected fields of view per well and mean gray area 
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analysis of each image on imageJ. Duplicate image quantification was averaged and reported as 

MFI.  

3.12 Biofilm Growth in a Vk2 Cell Co-culture Model:  

Bacteria stock was thawed, inoculated into broth and grown for 24 h at 37°C in anaerobic 

conditions using the GasPak EZ Anaerobe Container System. A 500 μL aliquot of grown culture 

was inoculated into 5 mL of fresh media in 15 mL polypropylene tubes containing 5 mL of 

appropriate broth and grown at 37°C in anaerobic conditions. Cultures were grown until cell 

density of 6,000,000 CFU/mL was reached as determined by specified culture inoculation time 

based on bacteria specific growth curve and confirmed with CFU/mL measurement. The grown 

bacteria culture tube was then centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 5 min. Excess media was decanted, 

and the pellet was resuspended in 10 mL PBS for a washing step. The culture was centrifuged 

again at 4000 rpm for 5 min. PBS was decanted, and the bacteria pellet was resuspended in AF-

KSFM. An aliquot of 200 μL of bacteria cell suspension was added to the apical side of an 

already 6-day grown Vk2 cell ALI or LLI culture plate in AF-KSFM in duplicate. Negative 

control wells contained no bacteria in the apical media. The cultures were grown for a specified 

time period (24 - 48 h) at 37°C in anaerobic conditions.  

3.13 Biofilm Matrix eDNA and Matrix Protein Staining in a Vk2 Cell Co-culture Model:  

Biofilm of various bacteria were grown in an ALI or LLI Vk2 cell co-culture system according 

to 3.12 Biofilm Growth in a Vk2 Cell Culture Model. After the incubation period, the excess 

apical media was aspirated, and each well was washed twice with 0.9% saline solution. Plates 

were shaken vigorously with each wash to remove non-adherent bacteria. For matrix eDNA 

staining, apical wells were stained with 200 μL of a 1μM SYTOX Green eDNA stain for 10 min 

before fixing. For matrix protein stain, remaining attached bacteria were fixed with 200 μL of 
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4% PFA per well for 10 min. PFA was removed, and wells were washed twice with 0.9% saline 

than stained with 200 μL of FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby Biofilm Matrix stain for 30 min. 

Transwell membranes were excised from the polystyrene inserts and mounted on glass slides in 

mounting medium containing DAPI. Images taken on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser scanning 

microscope. MFI was quantified using 2 different methods depending on the experiment. The 

first method used z-stack images from 2 randomly selected fields of view per well. Mean gray 

area analysis was conducted for each frame of the 20-step z-stack image on imageJ. Z-stack 

mean gray area was averaged, then duplicate image quantification was averaged and reported as 

MFI. The second method used 2-3 2D images from randomly selected fields of view per singular 

well. Mean grey area quantification on imageJ for each image was averaged and reported as 

MFI. 

3.14 Biofilm Protein Quantification by BCA Assay in a Vk2 Cell Model: 

 Biofilms were grown in a LLI Vk2 cell co-culture system for 24 h. After the incubation period, 

the excess culture was removed, and each well was washed twice with 0.9% saline solution. A 

50 μL aliquot of Pierce® RIPA protein lysis buffer (Thermo scientific, Cat. 89901) was added to 

wells and mixed thoroughly, then incubated for 30 min on ice. After incubation, well 

supernatants were mixed thoroughly again, collected and pooled for triplicate wells into properly 

labelled tubes. Samples were diluted 1:2 into RNase free water. BCA Assay Standards were 

made following PierceTM Bicinchoninic acid (BCA) Protein Assay Kit (Thermo scientific, Cat. 

23227) instructions. Working Reagent was made following the instructions for the same kit. All 

samples and standards were added into a 96-well sterile flat bottom cell culture plate in 10 μL 

aliquots following the specified plate layout. The working reagent was added to each well in 200 

μL aliquots and the plate was covered with foil. The plate was mixed by shaking on plate shaker 
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for 30 s, then the plate was incubated at 37°C for 30 min. The plate was cooled to room 

temperature and absorbance was measured at 562nm on SpectraMax i3 spectrophotometer. 

Protein concentration of samples was extrapolated from standard curve created using Standard 

absorbance values. 

3.15 Gram-positive Bacteria Antibody Staining in a Vk2 Cell Co-culture Model:  

The detection of Gram-positive bacteria was tested on L. crispatus, L. iners and G. vaginalis 

bacteria using a mouse monoclonal anti-LTA (sc-58135) antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology 

Inc.). L. crispatus, L. iners and G. vaginalis were grown on Vk2 cells according to 3.12 Biofilm 

Growth in a Vk2 Cell Culture Model. After the incubation period, the excess apical media was 

aspirated, and each well was washed twice with 0.9% saline solution. Plates were shaken 

vigorously with each wash to remove non-adherent bacteria. Bacteria were fixed with 4% PFA 

for 10 min. PFA was removed, and plates washed twice with 0.9% saline. Anti-LTA antibody 

(0.5μg/mL) was added to each well and incubated for 1 h at room temperature. Cells were 

washed with 0.9% saline twice and goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 (Life Technologies) diluted 

1:1000 in blocking solution (5% goat serum, 5% BSA, 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS) was added, 

and wells were incubated for 1 h protected from light. Wells were washed twice with 0.9% 

saline. Transwell membranes were excised from the polystyrene inserts and mounted on glass 

slides in mounting medium containing DAPI. Images were taken on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal 

laser scanning microscope. MFI was quantified using the z-stack method as described in 3.13 

Biofilm Matrix eDNA and Matrix Protein Staining in a Vk2 Cell Co-culture Model. 
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3.16 Dual Bacteria and Biofilm Staining in Vk2 Cell Model: 

Bacteria biofilm was grown in a LLI Vk2 cell co-culture system for 24h according to 3.12 

Biofilm Growth in a Vk2 Cell Culture Model. After the incubation period, the excess culture 

was removed, and each well was washed twice with 0.9% saline solution. Plates were shaken 

vigorously with each wash to remove non-adherent bacteria. Wells were fixed with 4% PFA per 

well for 10 min. PFA was removed, and plates washed twice with 0.9% saline. Gram-positive 

antibody staining was conducted as per 3.15 Gram-positive Bacteria Antibody Staining in Vk2 

Cell Model. Next, wells stained with FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby Biofilm Matrix stain for 30 

min. Transwell membranes were excised from the polystyrene inserts and mounted on glass 

slides in mounting medium containing DAPI. Images taken on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser 

scanning microscope. MFI for each stain was quantified using the z-stack method as described in 

3.13 Biofilm Matrix eDNA and Matrix Protein Staining in a Vk2 Cell Co-culture Model.  

3.17 Peptide Nucleic Acid Fluorescence in-situ Hybridization (PNA FISH):  

PNA FISH protocol was adapted from Machado et al. BMC Microbiology 2013, 13:82. Peptide 

nucleic acid (PNA) probe Gard162 (Cy5-OO-CAGCATTACCACCCG) for identification of G. 

vaginalis was designed from sequence provided in the cited paper and ordered from PNA Bio 

Inc. The fluorescence in-situ hybridization (FISH) protocol was as follows: G. vaginalis biofilm 

was grown on Vk2 cells for 24h according to 3.12 Biofilm Growth in a Vk2 Cell Culture Model. 

After the incubation period, the cells were fixed with 4% PFA followed by 50% ethanol for 10 

min each. After fixation, hybridization solution containing 10% (wt/vol) dextran sulphate, 10 

mM NaCl, 30% (vol/vol) formamide, 0.1% (wt/vol) sodium pyrophosphate, 0.2% (wt/vol) 

polyvinylpyrrolidone, 0.2% (wt/vol) ficoll, 5 mM disodium EDTA, 0.1% (vol/vol) triton X-100, 

50 mM Tris-HCl at pH 7.5 and 200 nM of the PNA probe was added to wells. Plate was 
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incubated for 90 min in moist 60°C water bath for hybridization. Next, wells were washed with 

pre-warmed washing solution (5 mM Tris-base, 15 mM NaCl, 0.1% (vol/vol) triton X-100 at pH 

10) for 30 min in moist 60°C water bath. Wells were then air dried before transwell membranes 

were excised from the polystyrene inserts and mounted on glass slides in mounting medium 

containing DAPI. Images were captured on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser scanning 

microscope.  

3.18 Biofilm Matrix Protein Staining in Hormone Containing Media in a Vk2 cell Model: 

Vk2 cells cultures were grown in hormone containing media as described in 3.2 Vk2 Cell 

Culture in Hormone Conditions. Bacteria were cultured on Vk2 cells as per 3.12 Biofilm 

Growth in a Vk2 Cell Co-culture Model, except for bacteria pellet re-suspension in hormone 

containing AF-KSFM. Bacteria biofilm was grown in a LLI Vk2 cell co-culture system for 24 h. 

After the incubation period, the excess culture was removed, and each well was washed twice 

with 0.9% saline solution. Plates were shaken vigorously with each wash to remove non-

adherent bacteria. Wells were fixed with 4% PFA per well for 10 min. PFA was removed, and 

plates washed twice with 0.9% saline. Wells were stained with FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby 

Biofilm Matrix stain for 30 min. Transwell membranes were excised from the polystyrene inserts 

and mounted on glass slides in mounting medium containing DAPI. Images taken on Nikon 

eclipse Ti2 confocal laser scanning microscope. MFI was quantified using the 2D image method 

as outlined in 3.13 Biofilm Matrix eDNA and Matrix Protein Staining in a Vk2 Cell Co-culture 

Model. 

3.19 Biofilm Matrix Protein Staining in SCFA Containing Media in a Vk2 cell Model: 

Vk2 cells cultures were grown in short-chain fatty acid (SCFA) containing media as described in 

3.3 Vk2 Cell Culture in SCFA conditions. Bacteria were cultured on Vk2 cells as per 3.12 
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Biofilm Growth in a Vk2 Cell Co-culture Model, except for bacteria pellet re-suspension in 

SCFA containing AF-KSFM. Bacteria biofilm was grown in a LLI Vk2 cell co-culture system 

for 24 h. After the incubation period, the excess culture was removed, and each well was washed 

twice with 0.9% saline solution. Plates were shaken vigorously with each wash to remove non-

adherent bacteria. Wells were fixed with 4% PFA per well for 10 min. PFA was removed, and 

plates washed twice with 0.9% saline. Wells were stained with FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby 

Biofilm Matrix stain for 30 min. Transwell membranes were excised from the polystyrene inserts 

and mounted on glass slides in mounting medium containing DAPI. Images taken on Nikon 

eclipse Ti2 confocal laser scanning microscope. MFI was quantified using the 2D image method 

as outlined in 3.13 Biofilm Matrix eDNA and Matrix Protein Staining in a Vk2 Cell Co-culture 

Model. 

3.20 Biofilm Matrix Protein Staining in a Mucin Deficient Vk2 cell Model: 

Bacteria biofilm was grown in a LLI Vk2 cell co-culture system for 24 h as per 3.12 Biofilm 

Growth in a Vk2 Cell Co-culture Model. Two hours prior to bacteria inoculation on cells, 0.2 

U/mg of sialidase enzyme (Roche, Cat. # 11 080 725 001) was inoculated onto treatment group 

of cells for mucin degradation as described in 3.4 Vk2 Cell Culture in Sialidase Conditions. 

Sialidase enzyme was removed, and bacteria was inoculated on cells by normal protocol. After 

the incubation period, the excess culture was removed, and each well was washed twice with 

0.9% saline solution. Plates were shaken vigorously with each wash to remove non-adherent 

bacteria. Wells were fixed with 4% PFA per well for 10 min. PFA was removed, and plates 

washed twice with 0.9% saline. Detection of mucin-1 production on Vk2 cell surface was 

performed for all wells using mouse anti-human MUC1 (CD227) antibody (BD 

PharmingenTM); 1:100 dilution in blocking solution: 5% goat serum, 5% BSA, 0.1% Triton X-
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100 in PBS. Next, wells were stained with FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby Biofilm Matrix stain 

for 30 min. Transwell membranes were excised from the polystyrene inserts and mounted on 

glass slides in mounting medium containing DAPI. Images were taken on Nikon eclipse Ti2 

confocal laser scanning microscope. MFI was quantified using the 2D image method as outlined 

in 3.13 Biofilm Matrix eDNA and Matrix Protein Staining in a Vk2 Cell Co-culture Model. 

3.21 Bacteria qPCR Standard Curve Determination:  

A qPCR standard curve was constructed for each bacteria of interest in this project to quantify 

the number of bacteria growing in the biofilm and Vk2 cell co-culture model. Various bacteria 

cultures of 1 mL quantity were grown to their exponential phase of growth as determined by 3.10 

Biofilm Growth in a Plate Model. CFU/mL of each culture was determined using the standard 

method. Cultures were pelleted and re-suspended with 180 μL of Enzymatic Lysis Buffer 

(20mM Tris-Cl, 2mM sodium EDTA, 20 mg/mL Lysozyme from chicken egg white (Sigma-

aldrich, CAS. 12650-880-3)) and incubated for 30 min at 37°C. DNA was extracted from each 

sample using the DNeasy® Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Cat. 69506) protocol. Next, 6-7 10-fold 

dilutions of stock extracted DNA for each bacterium was made depending on the starting culture 

CFU/mL. Real-time qPCR was performed using 5 μL of 1:10 diluted DNA samples, 7 μL of 

RNAse-free water, 12.5 μL of 2x RT2Real-Time SYBR® Green PCR master mix (Qiagen, Cat. 

330523) and 0.25 μL of each forward and reverse bacteria-specific primers (Table 1) as received 

from the manufacturer (Integrated DNA Technologies) (100 μM), for each well. The Step 

OneTMReal-Time PCR system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Canada) was used with settings as 

followed: Hot start 95°C; followed by 40 cycles at 95°C for 3 s, 49.5°C for 30 s, and 1 cycle at 

72°C for 2 min. Hold at 4°C. Samples were run in triplicates. Standard curve was constructed by 

plotting Ct value against LogCFU/mL for each bacterium.   
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Table 1. Primer sequences for bacteria of interest in this project for qPCR quantification. 

Bacteria Forward Sequence Reverse Sequence 

L. crispatus GATTTACTTCGGTAATGACGTTAGGA AGCTGATCATGCGATCTGCTTTC 

L. iners TTGAAGATCGGAGTGCTTGC TTATCCCGATCTCTTGGGCA 

G. vaginalis GGAAACGGGTGGTAATGCTGG CGAAGCCTAGGTGGGCCATT 

P. bivia CTGCGCTTGGTCCTGGTGGTT CTTCAGGCGACTCAATAGGACACAAA 

 
3.22 Bacteria Quantification by qPCR in a Vk2 Cell Co-culture Model: 

Bacteria biofilm was grown in a LLI Vk2 cell co-culture system for 24 h as per 3.12 Biofilm 

Growth in a Vk2 Cell Co-culture Model. After the incubation period, the excess culture was 

removed, and each well was washed twice with 0.9% saline solution. 180 μL of Enzymatic Lysis 

Buffer (20mM Tris-Cl, 2mM sodium EDTA, 20 mg/mL Lysozyme from chicken egg white 

(Sigma-aldrich, CAS. 12650-880-3)) was added to wells and mixed thoroughly, and incubated 

for 30 min at 37°C. After incubation, well supernatants were mixed thoroughly again, collected 

and pooled for triplicate wells into properly labelled tubes. DNA was extracted from each sample 

using the DNeasy® Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Cat. 69506) protocol. Real-time qPCR was 

performed using 5 μL of DNA samples, 7 μL of RNAse-free water, 12.5 μL of 2x RT2Real-

Time SYBR® Green PCR master mix (Qiagen, Cat. 330523) and 0.25 μL of the forward and 

reverse bacteria-specific primers (Table 1) as received from the manufacturers (Integrated DNA 

Technologies) (100 μM), for each well. The Step OneTMReal-Time PCR system (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Canada) was used with settings as followed: Hot start 95°C; followed by 40 cycles at 

95°C for 3 s, 49.5°C for 30 s, and 1 cycle at 72°C for 2 min. Hold at 4°C. Samples were run in 

triplicates. Bacteria quantification (CFU/mL) for each sample was determined through 

extrapolation from the qPCR standard curve of each bacteria previously created. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 

4.1 Establish an in vitro biofilm growth model using select bacteria present in the VMB in a 

Vk2 cell line modeling vaginal epithelium  

Previous studies have described in vitro models of bacteria colonization on epithelial 

cells lines.72,106,139 However, visualization and quantification of biofilm formation on vaginal 

epithelial cells has not been established in vitro. Our lab has previously conducted experiments 

using co-cultures of vaginal bacteria and the Vk2 vaginal epithelial cell line to determine the 

varying effects on epithelium barrier integrity, cytotoxicity and cell viability of vaginal 

bacteria.45 The missing aspect of this study was visualization of biofilm growth on Vk2 cells. In 

this aim, an in vitro model of vaginal bacteria biofilm growth on Vk2 cells was optimized. A 

novel way of visualizing and quantifying biofilm growth on an in vitro cell line was established. 

This aim was necessary to complete before testing different strategies for modifying biofilm 

growth, which was the focus of the second aim.  

4.1.1 Characterize and optimize a Vk2 cell culture system for visualizing biofilm growth.  

The optimal vaginal cell line and culture conditions that support vaginal bacteria biofilm 

growth were determined. The Kaushic lab commonly uses the Vk2/E6E7 (ATCC CRL-2616) 

cell line, an immortalized vaginal epithelial cell line, in either LLI or ALI cultures in a transwell 

model.145 Vk2 cells have significant differences in morphology and physiology when cultured in 

ALI versus LLI conditions. The multilayered nature of ALI cultures better mimic in vivo 

conditions as the vaginal epithelium is composed of stratified squamous epithelial cells. 

However, it is not known if the multi-layered nature of ALI cultures may pose problems for 

biofilm growth in vitro. The monolayer provided by LLI cultures may be more ideal for this 

model. The different morphology of these culture systems may have differing impacts on 
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bacterial biofilm growth so ALI and LLI cultures were both tested during the optimization of the 

model. Vk2 cells were grown on cell cultures inserts under specific conditions as described in 

Materials and Methods (M&M 3.1) to generate LLI and ALI cultures.   

In in vivo conditions vaginal epithelial cells are constantly exposed to an oxygen deficient 

environment.159 The oxygen level in culture systems is not 21% as found in the air.160 However, 

is it not known what the oxygen level in specific culture systems is and how it compares to in 

vivo organ systems. Regardless, an oxygen deficient environment is an important aspect of in 

vivo conditions to mimic in this project. Also, all bacteria being utilized in this project are either 

facultative anaerobes or strict anaerobes, meaning they need to be grown in oxygen deficient 

conditions.33,75,161 Since the goal of Aim #1 was to create a co-culture model of bacteria and Vk2 

cells, it was important to ensure that the viability of Vk2 cells was not compromised in anaerobic 

conditions. It was also important to ensure that different factors, such as cellular barrier integrity 

and cell viability, were not altered in anaerobic conditions, since these methods were used in 

Aim #2 to test biofilm growth effect on cells in vitro, and that any changes in barrier integrity 

and cell viability was in fact due to biofilm formation and not the lack of oxygen in culture 

conditions. There is currently no model to determine if vaginal epithelial cell cultures in ALI or 

LLI conditions are viable in a low oxygen environment.154 Previous work in this lab optimized 

Vk2 cells grown in ALI cultures in low oxygen conditions by examining TER and trypan blue 

exclusion assay as indicators of cell viability.  The current project confirmed that Vk2 cells in 

ALI and LLI cultures remained viable in oxygen deficient conditions using both TER 

measurements and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) cytotoxicity assay (M&M 3.5 & 3.6). Vk2 cells 

were grown on two different plates in ALI and LLI cultures for 7 days in normal in vitro 

conditions and then either continued in normal incubation conditions or were transferred to 
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anaerobic chambers to grow in oxygen deficient conditions for 48 h. TER was not significantly 

reduced in any of the culture conditions when comparing the Day 7 TER measurement to the 

Day 9 TER measurement (Figure 1). LDH measurements in all culture conditions were 

significantly different from the positive control, indicating a lack of cell cytotoxicity and cell 

death (Figure 1). Therefore, anaerobic incubation conditions did not impact barrier integrity or 

cytotoxicity of Vk2 cells in ALI or LLI cultures.  

Bacteria present in a eubiotic VMB, such as L. crispatus, have a mutualistic relationship 

with the vaginal epithelium, and strong adherence to the epithelium can positively influence the 

composition of the cervicovaginal mucus (CVM). A G. vaginalis-dominant VMB utilizes the 

CVM for attachment by degrading mucins through secretion of sialidase.61 One study found that 

an L. crispatus-dominant VMB increased D-lactic acid in the CVM, which stimulated better 

trapping of HIV virus and a CVM colonized by a G. vaginalis-dominant VMB has reduced 

trapping of HIV virus.162 The determination of mucin presence in this model of the vaginal 

epithelium with bacteria co-culture is important since dysbiotic bacteria use mucins as an energy 

source for colonization. The specific mechanisms that a Lactobacillus-dominant VMB use to 

enhance CVM trapping of pathogens and overall protection against infection could be analyzed 

in this model. Some papers have suggested that culturing vaginal epithelial cells in an ALI 

system results in the production of mucus132, but a recent review of various culture systems for 

modelling the vaginal epithelium outlined that a drawback of Vk2 cells in ALI culture is that 

mucus production has not been reported.154 Therefore, determination of mucin presence in both 

ALI and LLI cultures in a Vk2 cell line would be a novel aspect of this project.  

Mucin was examined in the Vk2 cell line in both ALI and LLI culture systems by 

immunofluorescent staining using a specific mucin-1 antibody. Mucin-1 antibody staining for 
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ALI Vk2 cells in different hormone conditions over 10-day period (Figure 2A) and 

quantification by mucin-1 fluorescence on ImageJ (Figure 2B) was conducted (M&M 3.2&3.7). 

Culture supernatants were collected on different days to test for secreted mucin by using mucin-1 

ELISA (Figure 2C) (M&M 3.7). Mucin production was present in all hormone conditions. An 

enhancement of cell surface expressed and secreted mucin production in cultures where estradiol 

was present was found when compared to cells cultured with progesterone containing media. 

There was an obvious peak in mucin production, both cell surface expressed and secreted, 

between Day 6 – Day 10 of culture. This experiment was repeated in ALI and LLI cultures in 

both aerobic and anaerobic conditions to determine if lack of oxygen influenced mucin 

production. As described in M&M 3.7, immunofluorescent staining for mucin-1 in varying cell 

culture conditions was performed between day 6 to day 9 of growth as mucin production peaked 

between 6-9 days of culturing cells in previous experiments (Figure 3A). Figure 3B shows that 

there was a significant decrease in mucin production in ALI cultures at day 8 and 9, or 72 and 96 

h after switching cells from aerobic to anaerobic incubation compared to cells grown in aerobic 

conditions. LLI cultures tolerated anaerobic conditions better than ALI cultures and showed no 

significant differences in mucin production between aerobic and anaerobic incubation (Figure 

3C). For ALI and LLI cultures in aerobic and anaerobic conditions (Figure 3D-E), aerobic 

conditions had no major differences in mucin production between these culture systems. 

However, mucin production in LLI cultures was more consistent in anaerobic conditions 

compared to ALI cultures. Whereas in ALI cultures we saw significant decrease in mucin 

production after 48 h incubation, in LLI cultures mucin production was maintained or slightly 

higher. This experiment was also repeated for both ALI and LLI Vk2 cell cultures in various 

hormone conditions (M&M 3.2&3.7) (Figure 4). ALI cultures grown in estradiol containing 
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media in both aerobic and anaerobic conditions showed significant increases in mucin-1 

production on all days, except day 8 (Figure 4A-B). LLI cultures did not show as many 

differences in mucin-1 production between the hormone conditions, with cultures grown in 

estradiol containing media showing increases at Day 6 in aerobic conditions and day 7 in 

anaerobic conditions (Figure 4C-D). 

In summary, Vk2 cells in ALI and LLI conditions produced mucin-1, which peaked 

between 6-10 days. Mucin production was not decreased in either culture system after 48 h of 

anaerobic incubation, therefore this time point was used in future experiments.  

 
 
Figure 1. Anaerobic conditions do not affect either the barrier integrity nor the viability of 
Vk2 cells in ALI or LLI cultures. Vk2 cells were grown for 7 days in LLI conditions and ALI 
conditions, then incubated in aerobic or anaerobic conditions for 2 days. (A) TERs were 
measured on day 7 and day 9 for all conditions. B) LDH was measured in culture supernatants 
collected following anaerobic incubation to compare cell viability between aerobic and anaerobic 
conditions. Cell supernatants collected after complete lysis were used as a positive control. 
Representative of N=3 separate experiments with triplicate wells in each experiment. Data was 
analyzed with one-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. 
****p<0.0001. 
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Figure 2. Mucin production in ALI Vk2 cell cultures is enhanced by estradiol treatment 
compared to progesterone treatment. Vk2 cells were grown in an ALI culture system for 10 
days with various hormone treatments: no hormone (NH), estradiol (E2) and progesterone (P4). 
Each day, cell supernatant was collected and transwells were fixed and stored for mucin staining. 
A) Mouse anti-human MUC1 (CD227) antibody staining (green) of Vk2 cells (purple) over 10 
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days of NH ALI culture, E2 ALI culture, and P4 ALI culture B) Mean Fluorescence Intensity 
(MFI) quantification of images. Baseline Fluorescence, represented by dotted green line, defined 
as the minimum quantification for green fluorescence intensity on imageJ. C) Supernatants 
collected from above experiment were analyzed for secreted mucin by ELISA. The graph shows 
average secreted mucin concentration (mU/mL) in cell supernatants collected from Vk2 cells 
grown in different hormone conditions. Representative of N=3 separate experiments with 
duplicate wells for each condition. Data was analyzed with two-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni 
test to correct for multiple comparisons. ****p<0.0001, **p=0.0017, *p=0.421. Significance 
symbols: # is NH vs E2, + is NH vs P4, * is E2 vs P4. 
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Figure 3. Mucin production in Vk2 cell cultures is consistent in ALI and LLI cultures and 
is not significantly affected by 24h or 48h anaerobic incubation. Vk2 cells were grown 
aerobically in an ALI or LLI culture system for 5 days. One replicate of each culture system was 
then incubated anaerobically from day 6 to day 9. Each day, transwell cultures of both aerobic 
and anaerobic plates were fixed and stored for mucin staining. A) mouse anti-human MUC1 
(CD227) antibody staining (green) of 6 - 9-day Vk2 cell (purple) cultures. B) Mean Fluorescence 
Intensity (MFI) comparison of the aerobic and anaerobic ALI cultures. C) MFI comparison of 
the aerobic and anaerobic LLI cultures. D) MFI comparison between ALI and LLI cultures in 
aerobic conditions from day 6 – day 9. E) MFI comparison between ALI and LLI cultures in 
anaerobic conditions from day 6 – day 9. Baseline Fluorescence, represented by dotted green 
line, defined as the minimum quantification for green fluorescence intensity on imageJ. 
Representative of N=2 separate experiments with triplicate wells for each condition. Data was 
analyzed with two-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. 
****p<0.0001, ***p=0.0005, **p=0.0019, *p=0.0216. 
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Figure 4. Mucin production in Vk2 cell cultures is significantly increased in the presence of 
E2. Vk2 cells were grown aerobically in an ALI or LLI culture system for 5 days with various 
hormone treatments: no hormone (NH), estradiol (E2) and progesterone (P4). One replicate of 
each culture system was then incubated anaerobically from day 6 to day 9. Each day, transwell 
cultures of both aerobic and anaerobic plates were fixed and stored for mucin staining. A) Mouse 
anti-human MUC1 (CD227) antibody staining (green) of 6 - 9-day aerobic ALI Vk2 cell (purple) 
cultures in various hormone conditions with Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) quantification. 
B) Mouse anti-human MUC1 (CD227) antibody staining (green) of 6 - 9-day anaerobic ALI Vk2 
cell (purple) cultures in various hormone conditions with MFI quantification. C) Mouse anti-
human MUC1 (CD227) antibody staining (green) of 6 - 9-day aerobic LLI Vk2 cell (purple) 
cultures in various hormone conditions with MFI quantification. D) Mouse anti-human MUC1 
(CD227) antibody staining (green) of 6 - 9-day anaerobic LLI Vk2 cell (purple) cultures in 
various hormone conditions with MFI quantification. Baseline Fluorescence, represented by 
dotted green line, defined as the minimum quantification for green fluorescence intensity on 
imageJ. Representative of N=2 separate experiments with triplicate wells for each condition. 
Data was analyzed with two-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for multiple 
comparisons. ****p<0.0001, ***p=0.0005, **p=0.0019, *p=0.0216. 
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4.1.2 Establish vaginal bacteria specific growth characteristics through establishment of 
growth curves, biofilm morphology and growth patterns for each bacterium using a plate 
model of biofilm growth.  

Previous research in the lab determined that optimal bacterial concentration for 

inoculation on Vk2 cells was at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 100 (6,000,000 CFU/mL per 

60,000 Vk2 cells).45 To ensure that this MOI was being used consistently, a growth curve was 

needed for each bacterium to ensure bacterial count was accurate. 48 h growth curves were 

determined through CFU/mL and OD600 measurements every 2 h (M&M 3.9). Growth curves for 

all 4 bacteria used in this project, L. crispatus, L. iners, G. vaginalis and P. bivia, were 

constructed (Figure 5). It was determined that L. crispatus and G. vaginalis both had exponential 

phases of growth between 2-6 h, whereas L. iners and P. bivia grew more slowly, with 

exponential phases between 24-32 h and 10-24 h, respectively. All bacteria grew above the 

desired 6,000,000 CFU/mL needed for Vk2 cell inoculation to achieve the ideal MOI of 100. 

Individual growth curves were used to determine the optimal time point and culture dilution 

needed to achieve this concentration for Vk2 cell inoculation for subsequent experiments.  

Many methods to quantify, characterize and better understand biofilm growth and 

physiology have been established in literature.163 One of the most well-established methods for 

quantifying biofilm growth in a plate model is the crystal violet assay.164 This method has also 

been adapted and used for a variety of VMB associated bacteria. Therefore, it was used to 

quantify biofilm growth in plates (M&M 3.10). P. aeruginosa was used as a positive control as 

this bacterium forms biofilm readily in many environments. Through crystal violet staining and 

imaging on the EVOS FL Life Technology microscope, biofilm morphology of each bacterium 

of interest in this study was determined (Figure 6A). All bacteria were grown in their specified 
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growth medium in anaerobic conditions in a 24-well or 96-well sterile flat-bottom plate. L. 

crispatus had significant biofilm growth in a plate model compared to the negative control 

(Figure 6B). Although L. crispatus was the only bacteria which showed significant biofilm 

growth in a plate model through crystal violet quantification, these assays were still useful in 

visualizing early-stage biofilm morphology of the other bacteria. Given that most of the bacteria 

tested were not growing significant biofilm in a plate model, this model was not pursued further. 

These experiments were still valuable to determine if any bacteria of interest could form biofilm 

and visualize morphology of each bacterium. The presence of Vk2 cells provides important 

factors that would aid in the formation of biofilm. Mucin presence is one important component 

that would contribute to enhancement of biofilm growth.25 In fact, mucin proved to be a very 

important component in biofilm growth through a similar assay conducted in a plate model in 

this project. Figure 7 shows that G. vaginalis grew a dramatically denser biofilm when mucin 

was present on the bottom of the cell culture plate as compared to no mucin coating or the no 

bacteria control. This indicated that plate models may be missing key components that would be 

present in Vk2 cells models, and therefore the crystal violet assay for quantification of biofilm 

may not give an accurate depiction for the ability of the bacteria used in this project to grow 

biofilm. However, these growth experiments were still useful in establishing methodology for 

biofilm growth assays and identifying morphology of bacterial biofilm growth.  
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Figure 5. Growth curves of vaginal bacteria. L. crispatus (A), L. iners (B), G. vaginalis (C) 
and P. bivia (D) broth culture grown for 48 h in anaerobic conditions. Broth culture density 
(Abs600) and live cell count (CFU/mL) by colony growth on plate was measured at 2-h time 
intervals. Representative of N=2 separate experiments for each bacterium. 
 
 

 
Figure 6. L. crispatus biofilm growth is significantly higher in density than other bacteria. 
A) Biofilm was visualized with crystal violet stain at 20X (top row, 200 μm) and 40X (bottom 
row, 100 μm) magnification. B) Bacteria biofilm grown in 96-well plates were stained with 0.1% 
crystal violet dye and Abs570 measured to determine the strength of biofilm by comparison of 
bacteria culture Abs570 to negative control (Negative control = average Abs of negative control + 
(3xSD of negative control)). Representative of N=3 separate experiments, with triplicate wells 
quantified by Abs570 in each experiment. Data was analyzed with one-way ANOVA, with 
Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. ****p<0.0001. 
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Figure 7. G. vaginalis biofilm growth is significant in a mucin-coated plate model compared 
to the normal plate conditions and no bacteria control. G. vaginalis was plated into 24-well 
plate with or without mucin-coated wells. Plates with bacteria were grown anaerobically at 37°C 
for 48 h. Images were captured on EVOS FL microscope (Life Technology). Biofilm was 
visualized with crystal violet stain at 10X (top row, 100 μm) and 20X (bottom row, 200 μm) 
magnification. B) Bacteria biofilm grown in 96-well plates were stained with 0.1% crystal violet 
dye and Abs570 measured to determine the strength of biofilm by comparison of bacteria culture 
Abs to negative control (Negative control = average Abs of negative control + (3xSD of negative 
control)). Representative of N=3 separate experiments, with triplicate wells quantified by Abs570 
in each experiment. Data was analyzed with one-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct 
for multiple comparisons. ***p=0.0001.  
 
4.1.3 Optimize various visualization strategies for biofilm growth in a plate model.  

After establishment of optimal growth conditions for bacteria biofilm, the next objective 

was to test different visualization strategies for biofilm growth for each bacterium of interest. 

Staining for various components of the biofilm matrix was decided as the primary strategy for 

visualization of biofilm. The first option tested was SYTOX Green nucleic acid stain used for 
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staining of eDNA in biofilm matrix (M&M 3.11). Extracellular DNA is an important component 

of biofilm matrix.92 It is a structural component involved in interconnecting bacteria within the 

biofilm and is important for surface attachment. Studies have used this staining method to 

visualize biofilm growth of a variety of bacteria.97 Therefore, eDNA staining to assess biofilm 

growth in a plate model was tested first to see if comparable results could be generated with our 

bacteria of interest. Trends showed that L. crispatus had clear eDNA staining at 24 and 48 h 

compared to the negative control and P. bivia had clear eDNA staining at 48 h compared to the 

negative control (Figure 8). Therefore, this visualization method did work to stain eDNA in the 

biofilm of some bacteria and was validated for all bacteria in the Vk2 cell co-culture model 

moving forward.  

The second visualization method tested was FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby Biofilm 

Matrix staining (M&M 3.11). Matrix proteins make up a large component of the biofilm.92 They 

are important in the structural aspects and architecture of the biofilm matrix.92 Some studies have 

utilized this staining method to visualize biofilm growth.165 Trends showed that L. crispatus had 

high protein matrix staining at 48 h compared to the negative control (Figure 9). This 

visualization method was used for further validation for all bacteria in the Vk2 cell co-culture 

model moving forward.  
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Figure 8. L. crispatus and P. bivia show eDNA staining in a plate model of bacterial growth. 
A) Bacteria grown anaerobically in 24 well plates for 24 and 48 h were stained with SYTOX 
green to visualize eDNA. Mean fluorescence Intensity (MFI) for 24 h (B) and 48 h (C) growth 
determined by mean gray area quantification of representative images from duplicate wells on 
imageJ. Representative of N=1 experiment. 

 
Figure 9. L. crispatus shows matrix protein staining in a plate model of bacterial growth. A) 
Bacteria grown anaerobically in 24 well plates for 48 h were stained with FilmTracerTM 
SYPRO® Ruby to visualize biofilm matrix proteins. B) Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) for 
48 h growth determined by mean gray area quantification of representative images from 
duplicate wells on imageJ. Representative of N=1 experiment. 
 
4.1.4 Optimize visualization strategies to model bacterial biofilm growth on Vk2 cells.  

After concluding that both eDNA staining and matrix protein staining could be used to 

visualize biofilm formation by the bacteria of interest in a plate model, these stains were then 

tested for visualization of the biofilm matrix of bacteria on Vk2 cell co-cultures. Preliminary 

staining of eDNA in the biofilm matrix was conducted with co-cultures of L. crispatus and L. 

iners bacteria on Vk2 ALI cultures at 24 and 48 h of bacteria growth and imaged on the EVOS 

FL Life Technology microscope. Triplicate co-culture wells were imaged, and fluorescence 

quantification for duplicate images from each well were averaged to determine MFI. Neither 

bacteria showed significant increase in eDNA stain quantitation compared to no bacteria control 

(Figure 10). Also, non-specific background staining of eDNA in Vk2 cells was present in the no 

bacteria condition. Moving forward from this experiment, it was determined that further testing 

of this stain would be done for all bacteria of interest in this project and visualization would be 

done with confocal microscopy to generate more detailed images with aspects like Vk2 cell 
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staining. These results were also repeated with all bacteria of interest in Vk2 cell co-cultures to 

determine if non-specific background staining was observed.   

Preliminary testing of matrix protein biofilm stain on Vk2 cells was conducted with L. 

crispatus and L. iners bacteria on ALI and LLI cultures at 48 h of growth (M&M 3.12) and 

imaged on the EVOS FL Life Technology microscope (M&M 3.11). Triplicate co-culture wells 

were imaged, and fluorescence quantification for duplicate images from each well were averaged 

to determine MFI. L. crispatus had trends of increased matrix protein staining in both ALI and 

LLI conditions compared to the negative control (Figure 11). However, L. iners did not show 

increased staining compared to negative controls (Figure 11). In contrast to the eDNA staining, 

the no bacteria control for protein matrix staining had little to no background, indicating a 

reduction in non-specific staining of Vk2 cells. Like the eDNA staining experiment, it was 

determined that further testing of the matrix protein stain would be done for all bacteria of 

interest in this project and visualization would be done with confocal microscopy to generate 

more detailed images with aspects like Vk2 cell staining. These results were also repeated with 

all bacteria of interest in Vk2 cell co-cultures to determine if non-specific background staining 

was observed.  

Further experiments were conducted to determine the pattern of staining for all bacteria 

of interest in this project in all combinations of cultures conditions. Confocal laser scanning 

microscopy was done for visualizing DAPI nuclear stain for Vk2 cells, as well as generating 

more accurate quantification of staining by capturing z-stacks (M&M 3.13). eDNA staining was 

tested first in all bacteria and Vk2 cell co-cultures (Figure 12-15). When Vk2 cells grown in ALI 

and LLI cultures were co-cultured with L. crispatus for 24-48 h, and stained for eDNA, no 
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significant staining was seen when compared to the no bacteria controls (Figure 12). It was also 

confirmed through visualization and high mean fluorescence intensity quantification of the no-

bacteria controls that background staining occurred (Figure 12). When Vk2 cells grown in ALI 

and LLI cultures were co-cultured with L. iners for 24-48 hrs, and stained for eDNA, no 

significant staining was seen when compared to the no-bacteria controls (Figure 13). It was also 

confirmed through visualization and high mean fluorescence intensity quantification of the no 

bacteria controls that there was background staining that occurred (Figure 13). When Vk2 cells 

grown in ALI and LLI cultures were co-cultured with G. vaginalis for 24-48 hrs, and stained for 

eDNA, only the 24h ALI culture showed significant staining when compared to the no bacteria 

controls (Figure 14). It was also confirmed through visualization and high mean fluorescence 

intensity quantification of the no bacteria controls that there was background staining that 

occurred (Figure 14). When Vk2 cells grown in ALI and LLI cultures were co-cultured with P. 

bivia for 24-48 hrs, and stained for eDNA, no significant staining was seen when compared to 

the no bacteria controls (Figure 15). It was also confirmed through visualization and high mean 

fluorescence intensity quantification of the no bacteria controls that there was background 

staining that occurred (Figure 15). In conclusion it was confirmed that SYTOX Green nucleic 

acid eDNA stain is not the ideal biofilm staining method to use in this project.  

Matrix protein staining was then tested for all bacteria and Vk2 cell co-cultures (M&M 

3.13). When Vk2 cells grown in ALI and LLI cultures were co-cultured with L. crispatus for 24-

48 hrs, and stained for matrix proteins, 24h ALI and LLI cultures and 48h ALI cultures showed 

significant staining when compared to the no bacteria controls (Figure 16). It was also confirmed 

through visualization and low mean fluorescence intensity quantification of the no bacteria 

controls that there was low background staining that occurred with this method (Figure 16). 
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When Vk2 cells grown in ALI and LLI cultures were co-cultured with L. iners for 24-48 hrs, and 

stained for matrix proteins, 24h ALI and LLI cultures and 48h LLI cultures showed significant 

staining when compared to the no bacteria controls (Figure 17). It was also confirmed through 

visualization and low mean fluorescence intensity quantification of the no bacteria controls that 

there was low background staining that occurred with this method (Figure 17). When Vk2 cells 

grown in ALI and LLI cultures were co-cultured with G. vaginalis for 24-48 hrs, and stained for 

matrix proteins, 24h ALI and LLI cultures and 48h LLI cultures showed significant staining 

when compared to the no bacteria controls (Figure 18). It was also confirmed through 

visualization and low mean fluorescence intensity quantification of the no bacteria controls that 

there was low background staining that occurred with this method (Figure 18). When Vk2 cells 

grown in ALI and LLI cultures were co-cultured with P. bivia for 24-48 hrs, and stained for 

matrix proteins, 24h LLI cultures and 48h ALI and LLI cultures showed significant staining 

when compared to the no bacteria controls (Figure 19). It was also confirmed through 

visualization and low mean fluorescence intensity quantification of the no bacteria controls that 

there was low background staining that occurred with this method (Figure 19). In conclusion, it 

was determined that the FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby Biofilm Matrix Protein stain was an 

optimal stain for biofilm matrix visualization in this project and was used as the primary stain for 

visualization and quantification of biofilm growth on Vk2 cell co-cultures moving forward.  

To validate the accuracy of matrix protein staining in identifying the quantity of proteins 

within the biofilm matrix for each bacterium, proteins were measured in the biofilm and Vk2 cell 

co-culture model. Proteins in the biofilm model were lysed and extracted from culture wells and 

quantified (μg/mL) by normal BCA Assay protocol and extrapolation of the standard curve 

(M&M 3.14). L. crispatus protein quantification with the BCA assay was significantly higher 
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compared to the no bacteria control (Figure 20). This is similar to results generated with the 

FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby Biofilm Matrix Protein stain, where L. crispatus biofilm growth 

in Vk2 cell co-culture had significant staining compared to the other bacteria and Vk2 cell co-

cultures and the no bacteria control. (Figure 20). This confirmed that the matrix protein staining 

was an accurate method for biofilm visualization and quantification in this model. 

A key component of biofilms is the individual bacteria that form the biofilm matrix that 

become entrapped during biofilm formation and remain interconnected in the matrix by the 

various secreted proteins, eDNA and polysaccharides that establish the biofilm scaffold.92 

Visualization of individual bacteria within the biofilm matrix would add another component to 

the biofilm growth model. Therefore, a Gram-positive Bacteria Marker mouse monoclonal 

antibody raised against Gram-positive bacteria for the detection of lipoteichoic acid (LTA) was 

tested for L. crispatus, L. iners and G. vaginalis (M&M 3.15), to determine if this stain is viable 

option for the visualization of Gram-positive bacteria on a Vk2 cell model. L. crispatus and L. 

iners had very specific Gram-positive antibody staining compared to the no bacteria control in 

LLI cultures at 24 h (Figure 21). G. vaginalis did not have significant Gram-positive antibody 

staining in LLI cultures at 24 h (Figure 21A&C). Therefore, another method of visualization for 

G. vaginalis bacteria within the biofilm was needed. In conclusion, Gram-positive antibody 

staining is viable option for visualization of L. crispatus and L. iners individual bacteria cells in 

Vk2 cell co-culture. Next, dual staining of matrix protein stain and Gram-positive antibody stain 

was tested (M&M 3.16), to determine if these two visualization methods could be used in 

conjunction to create a more complete picture of biofilm formation on Vk2 cells. FilmTracerTM 

SYPRO® Ruby Biofilm Matrix Protein stain significantly decreased Gram-positive antibody 

staining for both L. cirspatus and L. iners when compared to single antibody staining (Figure 
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22). Therefore, it was concluded that dual staining is not a viable option for biofilm visualization 

and stains would be used separately moving forward.  

G. vaginalis specific peptide nucleic acid (PNA) probe called Gard162 and fluorescence 

in-situ hybridization (FISH) procedure adapted from Machado, A. et al (2013) was tested to 

determine if it is a viable option for G. vaginalis individual bacteria cell visualization on the Vk2 

cell co-culture model (M&M 3.17). The PNA FISH method specifically stained G. vaginalis 

bacteria on Vk2 cells, with no non-specific staining in the no bacteria control, as well as in 

control wells of L. crispatus and L. iners bacteria (Figure 23). Matrix protein staining was used 

in conjunction with the PNA FISH method to determine if these procedures could be done 

simultaneously to better visualize biofilm formation. Preliminary results showed that the G. 

vaginalis specific probe and matrix protein staining could be visualized in conjunction (Figure 

23). However, images showed that denser areas of matrix protein staining had a dulling effect of 

the PNA FISH Probe. The experiment will be repeated to ensure these results remain consistent. 

The establishment of different visualization strategies for individual bacteria is valuable for 

future experiments where co-cultures of different bacteria species and Vk2 cells will be 

established to determine the effect of competition between different bacteria on biofilm growth. 

Table 1 summarizes the optimal conditions which model biofilm formation on Vk2 cell 

co-cultures for each bacterium of interest in this project. FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby Biofilm 

Matrix Protein stain is the ideal biofilm visualization stain for all bacteria in this project. Gram-

positive antibody stain in single staining conditions is the ideal stain for detection of L. crispatus 

and L. iners bacteria on cells. Gard162 PNA probe and FISH protocol is the ideal method for 

visualization of G. vaginalis bacteria on cells. Matrix protein staining works well for P. bivia 
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biofilm visualization, and a second more specific method to stain individual bacteria needs to be 

developed in future. Lastly, all bacteria showed significant matrix protein staining in LLI 

cultures at 24-h and therefore this cell culture system was utilized in experiments testing biofilm 

enhancement or dissociation strategies in Aim #2. 

 
Figure 10. Vk2 cells containing L. crispatus and L. iners do not show increased eDNA 
staining compared to Vk2 cells grown without bacteria. A) Vk2 cells grown in ALI cultures 
for 6 days were inoculated with bacteria under anaerobic conditions for 24 and 48 hrs. Vk2 
cultures containing bacteria were then stained with SYTOX green to visualize eDNA (green) on 
EVOS FL microscope (Life Technology). B) Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) for 24 and 48 h 
L. crispatus and L. iners growth determined by mean grey area quantification of representative 
images from duplicate wells on imageJ. Representative of N=1 experiment. 

 
Figure 11. Vk2 cells containing L. crispatus and L. iners show trends of increased matrix 
protein staining compared to Vk2 cells grown without bacteria. A) Vk2 cells grown in ALI 
and LLI cultures for 6 days were inoculated with bacteria under anaerobic conditions for 48 hrs. 
Vk2 cultures containing bacteria were then stained with FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby to 
visualize biofilm matrix proteins (red) on EVOS FL microscope (Life Technology). B) Mean 
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Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) for 48 h L. crispatus and L. iners growth determined by mean grey 
area quantification of duplicate representative images from singular well on imageJ. 
Representative of N=1 experiment. 
 

 
Figure 12. eDNA staining of L. crispatus biofilm on Vk2 cells shows nonspecific staining of 
Vk2 cells with no bacteria. L. crispatus at MOI of 100 were incubated anaerobically with ALI 
and LLI Vk2 cell cultures, grown under aerobic condition for 6 days, for 24 and 48 h. The 
cultures were then stained with SYTOX green to visualize eDNA (green) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 
confocal laser scanning microscope. Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) for 24 and 48 h L. 
crispatus eDNA production on both ALI and LLI cultures determined by mean gray area 
quantification of duplicate representative images from singular well on imageJ. Baseline 
Fluorescence, represented by dotted green line, defined as the minimum quantification for green 
fluorescence intensity on imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate experiments. Data was 
analyzed with one-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. 
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Figure 13. eDNA staining of L. iners biofilm on Vk2 cells shows nonspecific staining of Vk2 
cells with no bacteria. L. iners at MOI of 100 were incubated anaerobically with ALI and LLI 
Vk2 cell cultures, grown under aerobic condition for 6 days, for 24 and 48 h. The cultures were 
then stained with SYTOX green to visualize eDNA (green) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser 
scanning microscope. Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) for 24 and 48 h L. iners eDNA 
production on both ALI and LLI cultures determined by mean gray area quantification of 
duplicate representative images from singular well on imageJ. Baseline Fluorescence, 
represented by dotted green line, defined as the minimum quantification for green fluorescence 
intensity on imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate experiments. Data was analyzed with one-
way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. 
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Figure 14. eDNA staining of G. vaginalis biofilm on Vk2 cells shows nonspecific staining of 
Vk2 cells with no bacteria. G. vaginalis at MOI of 100 were incubated anaerobically with ALI 
and LLI Vk2 cell cultures, grown under aerobic condition for 6 days, for 24 and 48 h. The 
cultures were then stained with SYTOX green to visualize eDNA (green) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 
confocal laser scanning microscope. Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) for 24 and 48 h G. 
vaginalis eDNA production on both ALI and LLI cultures determined by mean gray area 
quantification of duplicate representative images from singular well on imageJ. Baseline 
Fluorescence, represented by dotted green line, defined as the minimum quantification for green 
fluorescence intensity on imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate experiments. Data was 
analyzed with one-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. 
*p=0.0184. 
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Figure 15. eDNA staining of P. bivia biofilm on Vk2 cells shows nonspecific staining of Vk2 
cells with no bacteria. P. bivia at MOI of 100 were incubated anaerobically with ALI and LLI 
Vk2 cell cultures, grown under aerobic condition for 6 days, for 24 and 48 h. The cultures were 
then stained with SYTOX green to visualize eDNA (green) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser 
scanning microscope. Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) for 24 and 48 h P. bivia eDNA 
production on both ALI and LLI cultures determined by mean gray area quantification of 
duplicate representative images from singular well on imageJ. Baseline Fluorescence, 
represented by dotted green line, defined as the minimum quantification for green fluorescence 
intensity on imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate experiments. Data was analyzed with one-
way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. 
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Figure 16. L. crispatus shows significant biofilm production in Vk2 cell co-cultures as 
compared to Vk2 cells with no bacteria when stained for biofilm matrix proteins. L. 
crispatus at MOI of 100 were incubated anaerobically with ALI and LLI Vk2 cell cultures, 
grown under aerobic condition for 6 days, for 24 and 48 h. The cultures were then stained with 
FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby to visualize biofilm matrix proteins (red) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 
confocal laser scanning microscope. Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) for 24 and 48 h L. 
crispatus growth on both ALI and LLI cultures determined by mean gray area quantification of 
duplicate representative images from a singular well on imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate 
experiments. Data was analyzed with one-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for 
multiple comparisons. ****p<0.0001. 
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Figure 17. L. iners shows significant biofilm production in Vk2 cell co-cultures as compared 
to Vk2 cells with no bacteria when stained for biofilm matrix proteins. L. iners at MOI of 
100 were incubated anaerobically with ALI and LLI Vk2 cell cultures, grown under aerobic 
condition for 6 days, for 24 and 48 h. The cultures were then stained with FilmTracerTM 
SYPRO® Ruby to visualize biofilm matrix proteins (red) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser 
scanning microscope. Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) for 24 and 48 h L. iners growth on 
both ALI and LLI cultures determined by mean gray area quantification of duplicate 
representative images from a singular well on imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate 
experiments. Data was analyzed with one-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for 
multiple comparisons. ****p<0.0001, **p=0.0032, *p=0.0157. 
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Figure 18. G. vaginalis shows significant biofilm production in Vk2 cell co-cultures as 
compared to Vk2 cells with no bacteria when stained for biofilm matrix proteins. G. 
vaginalis at MOI of 100 were incubated anaerobically with ALI and LLI Vk2 cell cultures, 
grown under aerobic condition for 6 days, for 24 and 48 h. The cultures were then stained with 
FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby to visualize biofilm matrix proteins (red) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 
confocal laser scanning microscope. Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) for 24 and 48 h G. 
vaginalis growth on both ALI and LLI cultures determined by mean gray area quantification of 
duplicate representative images from a singular well on imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate 
experiments. Data was analyzed with one-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for 
multiple comparisons. ****p<0.0001, ***p=0.0005. 
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Figure 19. P. bivia shows significant biofilm production in Vk2 cell co-cultures as compared 
to Vk2 cells with no bacteria when stained for biofilm matrix proteins. P. bivia at MOI of 
100 were incubated anaerobically with ALI and LLI Vk2 cell cultures, grown under aerobic 
condition for 6 days, for 24 and 48 h. The cultures were then stained with FilmTracerTM 
SYPRO® Ruby to visualize biofilm matrix proteins (red) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser 
scanning microscope. Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) for 24 and 48 h P. bivia growth on 
both ALI and LLI cultures determined by mean gray area quantification of duplicate 
representative images from a singular well on imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate 
experiments. Data was analyzed with one-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for 
multiple comparisons. ****p<0.0001, **p=0.0021, *p=0.0302. 
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Figure 20. Protein quantification of biofilm growth using BCA assay shows similar trends 
as matrix protein staining. Vk2 cells were grown for 6-days in LLI cultures and L. crispatus, L. 
iners, G. vaginalis or P. bivia were added. Bacteria and Vk2 cell co-cultures were incubated in 
anaerobic conditions for 24 h. One set of wells was stained with FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby 
to visualize biofilm matrix proteins (red) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser scanning 
microscope. Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) determined by mean grey area quantification of 
duplicate images on imageJ. Protein extraction and quantification was performed on another set 
of wells by BCA Assay according to manufacturer protocol (Thermo scientific, Cat. 23227). 
Representative of N=3 separate experiments. Data was analyzed with one-way ANOVA, with 
Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. ****p<0.0001, **p=0.0036, *p=0.0256. 
 
 

 
Figure 21. Gram-positive antibody against cell wall component LTA shows specific staining 
with L. crispatus and L. iners while there is no staining with G. vaginalis. A) L. crispatus, L. 
iners and G. vaginalis at exponential phase of growth was spread on glass slide, fixed with 
methanol and individually stained with mouse monoclonal anti-LTA (sc-58135) antibody to 
visualize Gram-positive bacteria (green). B-C) L. crispatus, L. iners and G. vaginalis at MOI of 
100 were incubated anaerobically with LLI Vk2 cell cultures, grown under aerobic condition for 
6 days, for 24 h then were stained with mouse monoclonal anti-LTA (sc-58135) antibody to 
visualize Gram-positive bacteria (green) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser scanning 
microscope. B) Images are zoomed on confocal microscope at 4.01X. C) Mean Fluorescence 
Intensity (MFI) for 24-h bacteria growth on LLI cultures determined by mean grey area 
quantification of duplicate representative images from a singular well on imageJ. Baseline 
Fluorescence, represented by dotted green line, defined as the minimum quantification for green 
fluorescence intensity on imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate experiments. Data was 
analyzed with one-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. 
****p<0.0001, **p=0.0019. 
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Figure 22. Gram-positive antibody staining of bacteria is significantly decreased in dual 
stain model with biofilm matrix protein stain. L. crispatus and L. iners at MOI of 100 were 
incubated anaerobically with LLI Vk2 cell cultures, grown under aerobic condition for 6 days, 
for 24 h, then were stained with mouse monoclonal anti-LTA (sc-58135) antibody to visualize 
Gram-positive bacteria (green) and FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby to visualize biofilm matrix 
proteins (red) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser scanning microscope. Mean Fluorescence 
Intensity (MFI) for 24 h bacteria growth on LLI cultures determined by mean gray area 
quantification of duplicate images on imageJ. Dual stain Gram-positive antibody fluorescence 
values were compared to the single Gram-positive antibody stain fluorescence values in the 
graph. Baseline Fluorescence, represented by dotted green line, defined as the minimum 
quantification for green fluorescence intensity on imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate 
experiments. Data was analyzed with two-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for 
multiple comparisons. ***p=0.0004, **p=0.0020. 
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Figure 23. Gard162 probe and PNA FISH method shows G. vaginalis bacteria specific 
staining compared to control, L. crispatus and L. iners. A) G. vaginalis bacteria on slide (no 
Vk2 cells) was stained using Gard162 PNA FISH probe (Light blue). B) G. vaginalis, L. 
crispatus and L. iners at MOI of 100 were incubated anaerobically with LLI Vk2 cell cultures, 
grown under aerobic condition for 6 days, for 24 h, then were stained using Gard162 PNA FISH 
probe (Light blue) (detailed protocol in Materials and Methods). C) Dual staining with Gard162 
PNA FISH probe (Light blue) and FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby to visualize biofilm matrix 
proteins (red) was done. Images were captured on a Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser scanning 
microscope. Representative of N=3 experiments. 
 
Table 2. Optimization of biofilm growth on Vk2 cells for bacteria of interest in this project. 
Matrix protein stain is ideal biofilm matrix stain for all bacteria in this project. Gram- positive 
antibody stain in single staining conditions is ideal stain for L. crispatus and L. iners for bacterial 
detection on cells. Gard162 PNA probe and FISH protocol is ideal method for visualization of G. 
vaginalis bacteria on cells. Optimal culture conditions and growth time points were established 
for all bacteria in this project. 
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4.2 Determine the effect of biofilm growth on vaginal epithelial cells and test different 

strategies for suppression of BV-associated biofilm growth and enhancement of 

Lactobacillus biofilm growth on cells.  

 BV-associated biofilm growth on the vaginal epithelium is the main mechanism of 

pathogenicity used to cause adverse health effects in the FGT such as increased susceptibility to 

HIV infection.101 G. vaginalis biofilm is highly resistant to the main treatment for BV, the 

antibiotic metronidazole.122 Studies have tested different strategies for G. vaginalis biofilm 

dissociation to combat BV.124,126 However, many of these studies have only been conducted in a 

plate model. Also, the visualization and quantification of biofilm growth in the presence of 

different biofilm treatments has not been studied. Therefore, the second Aim of this project was 

to use novel treatment strategies that could enhance Lactobacillus biofilm formation and 

suppress BV-associated biofilm formation in the co-culture system optimized in Aim #1. The 

treatments used were hormone conditions, SCFA conditions, and the mucin-degrading enzyme 

sialidase. 
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4.2.1 Determine direct effect of biofilm growth on cells in-vitro. 

The optimized model of biofilm growth on Vk2 cells established in the first aim was 

utilized to test how biofilm growth directly affects different aspects of Vk2 cells such as barrier 

integrity and cell cytotoxicity. First, we examined the effect of bacteria colonization and biofilm 

growth on barrier integrity of ALI and LLI Vk2 cells in co-culture with vaginal bacteria for 24 

and 48 h by measuring TER (M&M 3.5). The results showed that LLI Vk2 cells grown in co-

cultures with G. vaginalis and P. bivia for 24 and 48 h had significant decreases in percent pre-

treatment TER when compared to control Vk2 cells with no bacteria as well as L. crispatus and 

L. iners Vk2 cell co-cultures (Figure 24). 24h ALI Vk2 cells grown in co-culture with G. 

vaginalis and P. bivia showed significant decreases in percent pre-treatment TER when 

compared to control Vk2 cells with no bacteria as well as L. crispatus and L. iners Vk2 cell co-

cultures (Figure 24). 48h ALI Vk2 cells grown in co-culture with G. vaginalis showed significant 

decreases in percent pre-treatment TER when compared to Vk2 cells grown in co-culture with L. 

crispatus (Figure 24). The 24 h LLI cultures had the highest overall percent pre-treatment TER 

for all bacteria between all culture conditions, even with the significant decreases seen in G. 

vaginalis and P. bivia. Therefore, the negative effect on barrier integrity in this culture condition 

is reduced, and 24h LLI cultures were used for experiments testing strategies of biofilm 

modification to ensure that decreased barrier integrity does not have a significant impact of 

biofilm growth. 

 Next, we examined the effect of bacteria colonization and biofilm growth on cell 

cytotoxicity of ALI and LLI Vk2 cells in co-culture with vaginal bacteria for 24 and 48 h via 

LDH assays (M&M 3.6). LLI Vk2 cells grown in co-cultures with P. bivia for 24 and 48 h 

showed significant increases in LDH activity when compared to control Vk2 cells with no 
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bacteria, as well as L. crispatus and L. iners Vk2 cell co-cultures (Figure 25). LLI Vk2 cells 

grown in co-cultures with G. vaginalis for 48 h showed significant increases in LDH activity 

when compared L. crispatus and L. iners Vk2 cell co-cultures (Figure 25). Also, 24h ALI Vk2 

cells grown in co-culture with G. vaginalis showed significant increases in LDH activity when 

compared to control Vk2 cells with no bacteria as well as L. crispatus and L. iners Vk2 cell co-

cultures (Figure 25). The 48h ALI Vk2 cells grown in co-culture with G. vaginalis and P. bivia 

showed significant increases in LDH activity when compared to control Vk2 cells with no 

bacteria as well as Vk2 cells grown in co-culture with L. crispatus (Figure 25). None of the 

bacteria showed a cytotoxic effect comparable to positive control, which means none of the 

bacteria are having an extreme effect that results in complete cell lysis in culture (Figure 25). It is 

important to maintain some cell viability where biofilm can colonize when moving forward with 

experiments that are focused on altering biofilm formation in different conditions. The 24 h LLI 

Vk2 cell co-cultures had the lowest overall cytotoxicity for all bacteria between all culture 

conditions. Therefore, there was less cell cytotoxicity in this culture condition compared to the 

other conditions and this was considered for experiments testing strategies of biofilm 

modification. 
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Figure 24. G. vaginalis and P. bivia show significant decrease in TER in Vk2 co-cultures. 
Vk2 cells were grown for 6-days in ALI and LLI cultures, and TER was measured before 
addition of bacteria. L. crispatus, L. iners, G. vaginalis or P. bivia were added to ALI (A & C) or 
LLI (B & D) cultures and the bacteria and Vk2 cell co-cultures were incubated in anaerobic 
conditions for 24 h (A & B) or 48 h (C & D). After both time points, TER of the co-cultures 
were measured. The effect of bacteria on Vk2 cells is determined by TER measurements and 
reported as % Pre- treatment: (TER of bacteria and Vk2 cell co-cultures / TER of the Day 6 Vk2 
cell culture before bacteria was added)*100%. Representative of N=3 separate experiments. Data 
was analyzed with one-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. 
****p<0.0001, ***p=0.004, **p=0.0047, *p=0.0406. 
 

 
Figure 25. G. vaginalis and P. bivia show significant cytotoxicity in ALI and LLI Vk2 cell 
co-culture conditions. Vk2 cells were grown for 6-days in ALI and LLI cultures. L. crispatus, L. 
iners, G. vaginalis or P. bivia were added to ALI (A) or LLI (B) cultures and the bacteria and 
Vk2 cell co-cultures were incubated in anaerobic conditions for 24 h or 48 h. After both time 
points, supernatants of the co-cultures were collected for LDH assay. Cell viability was 
determined by comparing the LDH activity of bacteria and cell co-cultures supernatants to the 
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LDH activity of the control (Vk2 cells with no bacteria). Representative of N=3 separate 
experiments. Data was analyzed with two-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for 
multiple comparisons. ****p<0.0001, ***p=0.0004, **p=0.0047, *p=0.0247. 
 

4.2.2 Test the effect of different female sex hormones on biofilm growth to determine if 
certain hormones can promote Lactobacillus biofilm growth and decrease biofilm growth of 
BV-associated bacteria. 
 

Endogenous sex hormones, as well as hormonal contraceptives, can significantly 

influence the composition of the VMB in vivo.3 Therefore, hormone conditions were tested as a 

potential strategy of Lactobacillus biofilm enhancement on Vk2 cells, with the hypothesis that 

estradiol conditions would enhance biofilm growth.  

Estradiol (E2) and progesterone (P4) supplemented KSFM media were used in 

comparison to no hormone (NH) containing KSFM media (M&M 3.18). LLI Vk2 cells grown in 

co-culture with L. crispatus for 24 h had significant biofilm growth in E2 hormone conditions 

compared to LLI Vk2 cell co-cultures in NH and progesterone conditions (Figure 26). LLI Vk2 

cells grown in co-culture with L. iners did not have significant differences in biofilm growth 

among NH, E2 and P4 hormone conditions (Figure 27). LLI Vk2 cells grown in co-culture with 

G. vaginalis for 24 h demonstrated significant biofilm growth in P4 conditions compared to LLI 

Vk2 cell co-cultures in NH and E2 hormone conditions (Figure 28). LLI Vk2 cells grown in co-

culture with P. bivia did not have significant differences in biofilm growth among NH, E2 and 

P4 hormone conditions (Figure 29).  

When comparing staining between each bacterium in the different hormone conditions, L. 

crispatus co-cultures show significant biofilm staining compared to all other bacteria co-cultures 

in the E2 condition (Figure 30). This bacterium also shows significantly greater biofilm growth 

than L. iners and G. vaginalis in the no hormone condition (Figure 30). However, in P4 

conditions G. vaginalis biofilm outgrew all other bacteria (Figure 30). 
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The impact of biofilm on the barrier integrity and cytotoxicity of cells in NH, E2 and P4 

conditions was also analyzed. TER measurements and LDH assays were conducted, (M&M 3.5 

& 3.6), to determine if the NH, E2 and P4 conditions stimulate increases or decreases in cell 

viability and barrier integrity for specific bacteria. LLI Vk2 cells grown in co-cultures with G. 

vaginalis and P. bivia for 24 h showed significant decreases in percent pre-treatment TER when 

compared to L. crispatus and L. iners Vk2 cell co-cultures in NH, E2 and P4 conditions, except 

there was no significant difference between L. iners and P. bivia Vk2 cell co-cultures in P4 

conditions (Figure 31). LLI Vk2 cells grown in co-cultures with L. crispatus and L. iners in P4 

hormone conditions for 24 h show significant decreases in percent pre-treatment TER when 

compared to E2 hormone conditions and NH conditions for L. crispatus (Figure 31).  

The P4 hormone condition stimulated a significant increase in LDH activity in LLI Vk2 

cells grown in co-cultures with G. vaginalis when compared to control Vk2 cells with no bacteria 

as well as L. crispatus and L. iners Vk2 cell co-cultures (Figure 32). LLI Vk2 cells grown in co-

cultures with P. bivia also showed significantly increased cytotoxicity compared to the no 

bacteria control, L. crispatus and L. iners co-cultures in NH, E2 and P4 hormone conditions, but 

is upregulated in the P4 hormone condition (Figure 32).  
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Figure 26. L. crispatus biofilm growth is significant in E2 hormone conditions compared to 
NH and P4 hormone conditions. L. crispatus at MOI of 100 were incubated anaerobically with 
LLI Vk2 cell cultures, grown under aerobic condition for 6 days, for 24 h with hormones E2 (10-

9 M) or P4 (10-7 M). Fixed cultures were stained with FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby to visualize 
biofilm matrix proteins (red) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser scanning microscope. Mean 
Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) for 24 h L. crispatus biofilm growth on LLI cultures with 
hormones determined by mean grey area quantification of duplicate representative images from a 
singular well on imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate experiments. Data was analyzed with 
one- way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. ****p<0.0001, 
***p=0.0003. 
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Figure 27. L. iners grows similarly in NH, E2 and P4 hormone conditions. L. iners at MOI of 
100 were incubated anaerobically with LLI Vk2 cell cultures, grown under aerobic condition for 
6 days, for 24 h with hormones E2 (10-9 M) or P4 (10-7 M). Fixed cultures were stained with 
FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby to visualize biofilm matrix proteins (red) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 
confocal laser scanning microscope. Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) for 24 h L. iners biofilm 
growth on LLI cultures with hormones determined by mean gray area quantification of duplicate 
representative images from a singular well on imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate 
experiments. Data was analyzed with one-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for 
multiple comparisons. 
 
 

 
Figure 28. G. vaginalis biofilm growth is significant in P4 hormone conditions compared to 
NH and E2 hormone conditions. G. vaginalis at MOI of 100 were incubated anaerobically with 
LLI Vk2 cell cultures, grown under aerobic condition for 6 days, for 24 h with hormones E2 (10-

9 M) or P4 (10-7 M). Fixed cultures were stained with FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby to visualize 
biofilm matrix proteins (red) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser scanning microscope. Mean 
Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) for 24 h G. vaginalis biofilm growth on LLI cultures with 
hormones determined by mean gray area quantification of duplicate representative images from a 
singular well on imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate experiments. Data was analyzed with 
one- way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. **p=0.0060, 
*p=0.0153. 
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Figure 29. P. bivia grows similarly in NH, E2 and P4 hormone conditions. P. bivia at MOI of 
100 were incubated anaerobically with LLI Vk2 cell cultures, grown under aerobic condition for 
6 days, for 24 h with hormones E2 (10-9 M) or P4 (10-7 M). Fixed cultures were stained with 
FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby to visualize biofilm matrix proteins (red) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 
confocal laser scanning microscope. Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) for 24 h P. bivia biofilm 
growth on LLI cultures with hormones determined by mean gray area quantification of duplicate 
representative images from a singular well on imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate 
experiments. Data was analyzed with one-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for 
multiple comparisons. 
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Figure 30. Biofilm growth comparison of all bacteria in NH, E2 and P4 hormone 
conditions. Bacteria at MOI of 100 were incubated anaerobically with LLI Vk2 cell cultures, 
grown under aerobic condition for 6 days, for 24 h with hormones E2 (10-9 M) or P4 (10-7 M). 
Fixed cultures were stained with FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby to visualize biofilm matrix 
proteins (red) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser scanning microscope (A). Mean Fluorescence 
Intensity (MFI) for 24 h growth on LLI cultures with no hormone conditions (B), E2 conditions 
(C) and P4 conditions (D) determined by mean gray area quantification of duplicate 
representative images from a singular well on imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate 
experiments. Data was analyzed with one-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for 
multiple comparisons. ****p<0.0001, ***p=0.0004, **p=0.0026, *p=0.0132. 
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Figure 31. G. vaginalis and P. bivia show significant decrease in TER in NH, E2 and P4 
hormone conditions in 24h LLI Vk2 cell co-cultures compared to L. crispatus and L. iners. 
Vk2 cells were grown for 6-days in LLI cultures in various hormone conditions, and TER was 
measured before addition of bacteria. L. crispatus, L. iners, G. vaginalis or P. bivia were added 
to cultures and the bacteria and Vk2 cell co-cultures were incubated in anaerobic conditions for 
24 h. After both time points, TER of the co-cultures were measured. The effect of bacteria on the 
Vk2 cells is determined by TER measurements and reported as % Pre- treatment: (TER of 
bacteria and Vk2 cell co-cultures / TER of the Day 6 Vk2 cell culture before bacteria was 
added)*100%. Representative of N=3 separate experiments. Data was analyzed with two-way 
ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. ****p<0.0001, ***p=0.0007, 
**p=0.033, *p=0.0387. 
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Figure 32. P4 hormone conditions enhance G. vaginalis and P. bivia cytotoxic effect on Vk2 
cell co-cultures. Vk2 cells were grown for 6-days in LLI cultures in various hormone conditions. 
L. crispatus, L. iners, G. vaginalis or P. bivia were added to cultures and the bacteria and Vk2 
cell co-cultures were incubated in anaerobic conditions for 24 h. After both time points, 
supernatants of the co-cultures were collected for LDH assay. Cell viability was determined by 
comparing the LDH activity of bacteria and cell co-cultures supernatants to the LDH activity of 
the control (Vk2 cells with no bacteria). Representative of N=3 separate experiments. Data was 
analyzed with two-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. 
****p<0.0001, ***p=0.0004, **p=0.0030, *p=0.0200. 
 

4.2.3 Test the effect of eubiotic and dysbiotic short-chain fatty acid (SCFA) conditions on 
biofilm growth to determine if SFCA similar to that seen in eubiotic conditions can 
promote Lactobacillus biofilm growth and decrease biofilm growth of BV-associated 
bacteria. 
 

Preliminary experiments for this sub-aim were first conducted in biofilm growth in a 

plate to determine if SCFA have any effect on bacteria growth in the absence of Vk2 cells. 

SCFA-supplemented bacteria growth medium that mimics either eubiotic or dysbiotic conditions 

based on the findings of the systemic review conducted in this lab were used in comparison to 

normal bacteria growth media.90 It was determined that in a plate model, SCFA conditions can 

have varying effects on biofilm growth. L. crispatus had significant biofilm growth in normal 

and dysbiotic conditions compared to eubiotic conditions (Figure 33). This is unexpected as 

Lactobacillus is favoured in eubiotic conditions. However, the absence of Vk2 cells may have 

varying effects on how bacteria are growing biofilm. SCFA conditions had no effect on L. iners 

biofilm growth (Figure 34). G. vaginalis had significant biofilm growth in normal and dysbiotic 
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conditions compared to eubiotic conditions (Figure 35). P. bivia had significant biofilm growth 

in dysbiotic conditions compared to eubiotic and normal conditions (Figure 36).  

This experiment was then conducted in bacteria and Vk2 cell co-cultures with SCFA 

supplemented media mimicking eubiotic or dysbiotic conditions (M&M 3.19). The results of this 

experiment were unexpected. Image analysis on confocal microscopy revealed that the SCFA 

conditions caused increased permeability and entry of matrix protein staining into the cells 

(Figure 37-40). This was determined by the apparent intracellular staining seen with the red 

matrix protein stain after separation of colour channels in each confocal image. Compared to the 

no SCFA condition, both eubiotic and dysbiotic conditions showed this unusual cell staining. It 

was also interesting to observe the variation in the DAPI cell staining in each condition. The 

nucleus staining in the dysbiotic condition looks very different than in the normal and eubiotic 

conditions, indicating that the metabolite conditions may be causing cells to enter varying stages 

of their life cycle. The impact that metabolite conditions are having on Vk2 cells, and the 

implications for biofilm growth need to be investigated further. 
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Figure 33. L. crispatus shows significant biofilm formation in normal and dysbiotic SCFA 
conditions compared to eubiotic SCFA conditions in a plate model of biofilm growth. 
Freshly grown L. crispatus was plated into 24-well plate and grown anaerobically at 37°C for 48 
h. Images were captured on EVOS FL microscope (Life Technology). Biofilm was visualized 
with crystal violet. Bacteria biofilm grown in 96-well plates were stained with 0.1% crystal 
violet dye and Abs570 measured to determine the strength of biofilm by comparison of bacteria 
culture Abs to ODc (ODc = average Abs of negative control + (3xSD of negative control)). 
Representative of N=3 separate experiments, with triplicate wells quantified by Abs570 in each 
experiment. Data was analyzed with one-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for 
multiple comparisons. ***p=0.0005. 
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Figure 34. L. iners does not show significant differences in biofilm growth in normal, 
eubiotic or dysbiotic SCFA conditions in a plate model of biofilm growth. Freshly grown L. 
iners was plated into 24-well plate and grown anaerobically at 37°C for 48 h. Images were 
captured on EVOS FL microscope (Life Technology). Biofilm was visualized with crystal violet. 
Bacteria biofilm grown in 96-well plates were stained with 0.1% crystal violet dye and Abs570 
measured to determine the strength of biofilm by comparison of bacteria culture Abs to ODc 
(ODc = average Abs of negative control + (3xSD of negative control)). Representative of N=3 
separate experiments, with triplicate wells quantified by Abs570 in each experiment. Data was 
analyzed with one-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. 
 

 
Figure 35. G. vaginalis shows significant biofilm growth in normal and dysbiotic SCFA 
conditions compared to eubiotic SCFA conditions in a plate model of biofilm growth. 
Freshly grown G. vaginalis was plated into 24-well plate and grown anaerobically at 37°C for 48 
h. Images were captured on EVOS FL microscope (Life Technology). Biofilm was visualized 
with crystal violet. Bacteria biofilm grown in 96-well plates were stained with 0.1% crystal 
violet dye and Abs570 measured to determine the strength of biofilm by comparison of bacteria 
culture Abs to ODc (ODc = average Abs of negative control + (3xSD of negative control)). 
Representative of N=3 separate experiments, with triplicate wells quantified by Abs570 in each 
experiment. Data was analyzed with one-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for 
multiple comparisons. ***p=0.0003. 
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Figure 36. P. bivia shows significant biofilm growth in dysbiotic SCFA conditions 
compared to normal and eubiotic SCFA conditions in a plate model of biofilm growth. 
Freshly grown P. bivia was plated into 24-well plate and grown anaerobically at 37°C for 48 h. 
Images were captured on EVOS FL microscope (Life Technology). Biofilm was visualized with 
crystal violet. Bacteria biofilm grown in 96-well plates were stained with 0.1% crystal violet dye 
and Abs570 measured to determine the strength of biofilm by comparison of bacteria culture Abs 
to ODc (ODc = average Abs of negative control + (3xSD of negative control)). Representative of 
N=3 separate experiments, with triplicate wells quantified by Abs570 in each experiment. Data 
was analyzed with one-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. 
**p=0.0095, *p=0.0323. 
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Figure 37. L. crispatus biofilm growth is significant in dysbiotic SCFA conditions compared 
to normal and eubiotic SCFA conditions. L. crispatus at MOI of 100 were incubated 
anaerobically with LLI Vk2 cell cultures, grown under aerobic condition for 6 days, for 24 h 
with eubiotic or dysbiotic metabolites. Fixed cultures were stained with FilmTracerTM 
SYPRO® Ruby to visualize biofilm matrix proteins (red) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser 
scanning microscope. Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) for 24 h L. crispatus biofilm growth 
on LLI cultures with eubiotic or dysbiotic metabolites determined by mean grey area 
quantification of duplicate representative images from a singular well on imageJ. Representative 
of N=3 separate experiments. Data was analyzed with two-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to 
correct for multiple comparisons. ****p<0.0001, ***p=0.0002, **p=0.0026. 
 

 
Figure 38. L. iners biofilm growth is significant in eubiotic SCFA conditions compared to 
normal and dysbiotic SCFA conditions. L. iners at MOI of 100 were incubated anaerobically 
with LLI Vk2 cell cultures, grown under aerobic condition for 6 days, for 24 h with eubiotic or 
dysbiotic metabolites. Fixed cultures were stained with FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby to 
visualize biofilm matrix proteins (red) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser scanning microscope. 
Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) for 24 h L. iners biofilm growth on LLI cultures with 
eubiotic or dysbiotic metabolites determined by mean grey area quantification of duplicate 
representative images from a singular well on imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate 
experiments. Data was analyzed with two-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for 
multiple comparisons. ****p<0.0001, ***p=0.0001. 
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Figure 39. G. vaginalis biofilm growth is significant in eubiotic SCFA conditions compared 
to normal and dysbiotic SCFA conditions. G. vaginalis at MOI of 100 were incubated 
anaerobically with LLI Vk2 cell cultures, grown under aerobic condition for 6 days, for 24 h 
with eubiotic or dysbiotic metabolites. Fixed cultures were stained with FilmTracerTM 
SYPRO® Ruby to visualize biofilm matrix proteins (red) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser 
scanning microscope. Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) for 24 h G. vaginalis biofilm growth 
on LLI cultures with eubiotic or dysbiotic metabolites determined by mean grey area 
quantification of duplicate representative images from a singular well on imageJ. Representative 
of N=3 separate experiments. Data was analyzed with two-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to 
correct for multiple comparisons. ****p<0.0001, *p=0.0143. 
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Figure 40. P. bivia biofilm growth is significant in dysbiotic SCFA conditions compared to 
normal and eubiotic SCFA conditions. P. bivia at MOI of 100 were incubated anaerobically 
with LLI Vk2 cell cultures, grown under aerobic condition for 6 days, for 24 h with eubiotic or 
dysbiotic metabolites. Fixed cultures were stained with FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby to 
visualize biofilm matrix proteins (red) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser scanning microscope. 
Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) for 24 h P. bivia biofilm growth on LLI cultures with 
eubiotic or dysbiotic metabolites determined by mean grey area quantification of duplicate 
representative images from a singular well on imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate 
experiments. Data was analyzed with two-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for 
multiple comparisons. ****p<0.0001, **p=0.0010, *p=0.0322. 
 

4.2.4 Test the effect of mucin degrading enzyme sialidase on biofilm formation by different 
bacteria. 
 
 Due to the importance of mucin presence for biofilm growth in vivo, we used a sialidase 

enzyme to degrade mucin in the bacteria and Vk2 cell co-culture model to examine impact on 

biofilm growth. 

Vk2 cell co-cultures were grown in the presence of sialidase before bacteria inoculation 

(M&M 3.20). Biofilm production was quantified by MFI of FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby 

matrix protein stain and mucin-1 production was quantified by MFI of mouse anti-human MUC1 

(CD227) antibody. Mucin-1 production in the control conditions, in the absence of bacteria, was 

significantly decreased in the E2 condition when sialidase was added (Figure 41).  

L. crispatus biofilm growth in 24 h LLI Vk2 cell co-cultures in the no sialidase condition 

aligns with previous results from section 4.2.2 which showed increased biofilm growth in E2 

compared to NH and P4 (Figure 42A). When sialidase was used to degrade mucin-1, there was a 

significant decrease in biofilm growth in the E2 condition (Figure 42A). The amount of biofilm 

growth quantified in the E2 and sialidase condition was consistent with the negative control, 

indicating that in a mucin-deficient system, L. crispatus biofilm growth in E2 conditions is 

reduced to none. When L. crispatus is present, mucin-1 production was significantly increased 

compared to the control in NH and E2 conditions (Figure 42B). Also, when comparing mucin-1 
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production in L. crispatus conditions, production was significantly decreased in the NH, E2 and 

P4 conditions when sialidase was present (Figure 42B). These results suggest that L. crispatus 

bacteria is stimulating mucin-1 production in Vk2 cells. This was demonstrated by the increased 

mucin-1 quantification seen in NH and E2 conditions compared to controls. There were 

significant decreases in mucin-1 production in the normal vs sialidase bacteria conditions that 

was not seen in the NH and P4 condition without bacteria. 

L. iners biofilm growth in 24 h LLI Vk2 cell co-cultures in the no sialidase condition 

aligns with previous results from section 4.2.2 which showed consistent biofilm growth in NH, 

E2 and P4 conditions (Figure 43A). When sialidase was used to degrade mucin-1, there were no 

significant decreases in biofilm growth in the NH, E2 and P4 conditions (Figure 43A), indicating 

that biofilm growth was not impacted by lack of mucin. When L. iners was present, mucin-1 

production significantly increased compared to the control in E2 conditions (Figure 43B). Also, 

when comparing mucin-1 production when L. iners was present, production significantly 

decreased in E2 conditions with the use of sialidase (Figure 43B).  

 G. vaginalis biofilm growth in 24 h LLI Vk2 cell co-cultures in the no sialidase 

condition aligns with previous results from section 4.2.2 which showed increased biofilm growth 

in P4 compared to NH and E2 (Figure 44A). When sialidase was used to degrade mucin-1, there 

was a significant decrease in biofilm growth for G. vaginalis in the P4 condition (Figure 44A). 

When G. vaginalis was present, mucin-1 production significantly increased compared to the 

control in NH, E2 and P4 conditions and was significantly decreased in NH, E2 and P4 

conditions when sialidase was present (Figure 44B).  

P. bivia biofilm growth in 24 h LLI Vk2 cell co-cultures in the no sialidase condition 

aligns with previous results from section 4.2.2 which showed consistent biofilm growth in NH, 
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E2 and P4 conditions (Figure 45A). When sialidase was used to degrade mucin-1, there was a 

significant decrease in biofilm growth in the NH condition (Figure 45A). When P. bivia was 

present, mucin-1 production was significantly increased compared to the control in NH and E2 

conditions and was significantly decreased when sialidase was present for NH and E2 conditions 

as well (Figure 45B).  

To determine the quantity of bacteria that was present in each condition in this aim, a qPCR 

was conducted. First, standard curves for each bacterium were created by DNA extraction of 

grown bacteria cultures, qPCR quantification of collected DNA and comparison of CT value to 

CFU/mL of each culture (M&M 3.21) (Figure 46). Next, 24-h LLI Vk2 cell co-cultures with all 

bacteria of interest in hormone conditions and sialidase conditions were used for DNA 

extraction. An enzymatic lysis buffer was used to release bacterial DNA in culture, which was 

then collected and used for real-time qPCR determination. Bacteria quantification through 

standard curve extrapolation was done for each bacterium and Vk2 cell co-culture in the various 

conditions tested (M&M 3.22) (Figure 47). Unexpectedly, for most bacteria the sialidase 

condition showed higher bacteria quantification than no sialidase condition for NH, E2 and P4 

conditions (Figure 47). These are preliminary results and will be explored further in future 

experiments. 
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Figure 41. Mucin degrading enzyme, Sialidase significantly decreases mucin production in 
E2 hormone conditions. Vk2 cells were grown for 6-days in LLI cultures in various hormone 
conditions. Sialidase was added to cells for 2 h prior to bacteria inoculation then removed. Vk2 
cell controls with no bacteria were incubated in anaerobic conditions for 24 h. A) Fixed cultures 
were stained with FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby to visualize biofilm matrix proteins (red) 
(separate matrix protein stain channel not shown on image) and mouse anti-human MUC1 
(CD227) antibody (green) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser scanning microscope. Mean 
Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) of MUC-1 staining (B) and matrix protein stain (C) for 24-h 
control LLI cultures with hormones determined by mean gray area quantification of duplicate 
representative images from a singular well on imageJ. Baseline Fluorescence, represented by 
dotted green line, defined as the minimum quantification for green fluorescence intensity on 
imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate experiments. Data was analyzed with two-way ANOVA, 
with Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. *p=0.0171. 
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Figure 42. Mucin degrading enzyme, Sialidase in L. crispatus and Vk2 cell co-cultures 
significantly decreases biofilm formation in E2 hormone conditions and mucin production 
in NH, E2 and P4 hormone conditions. Vk2 cells were grown for 6-days in LLI cultures in 
various hormone conditions. Sialidase was added to cells for 2 h prior to bacteria inoculation 
then removed. L. crispatus was added to cultures and bacteria and Vk2 cell co-cultures incubated 
in anaerobic conditions for 24 h. Fixed cultures were stained with FilmTracerTM SYPRO® 
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Ruby to visualize biofilm matrix proteins (red) and mouse anti-human MUC1 (CD227) antibody 
(green) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser scanning microscope. Mean Fluorescence Intensity 
(MFI) of matrix protein staining (A) and MUC-1 staining (B) for 24-h L. crispatus and LLI Vk2 
cell co-cultures with hormones determined by mean gray area quantification of duplicate 
representative images from a singular well on imageJ. Baseline Fluorescence, represented by 
dotted green line, defined as the minimum quantification for green fluorescence intensity on 
imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate experiments. Data was analyzed with two-way ANOVA, 
with Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. ****p<0.0001, ***p=0.0008, 
**p=0.0012, *p=0.0322. 
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Figure 43. Mucin degrading enzyme, Sialidase in L. iners and Vk2 cell co-cultures 
significantly decreases mucin production in E2 hormone conditions. Vk2 cells were grown 
for 6-days in LLI cultures in various hormone conditions. Sialidase was added to cells for 2 h 
prior to bacteria inoculation then removed. L. iners was added to cultures and bacteria and Vk2 
cell co-cultures incubated in anaerobic conditions for 24 h. Fixed cultures were stained with 
FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby to visualize biofilm matrix proteins (red) and mouse anti-human 
MUC1 (CD227) antibody (green) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser scanning microscope. 
Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) of matrix protein staining (A) and MUC-1 staining (B) for 
24-h L. iners and LLI Vk2 cell co-cultures with hormones determined by mean gray area 
quantification of duplicate representative images from a singular well on imageJ. Baseline 
Fluorescence, represented by dotted green line, defined as the minimum quantification for green 
fluorescence intensity on imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate experiments. Data was 
analyzed with two-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. 
**p=0.0019, *p=0.0207. 
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Figure 44. Mucin degrading enzyme, Sialidase in G. vaginalis and Vk2 cell co-cultures 
significantly decreases biofilm formation in P4 hormone conditions and mucin production 
in NH, E2 and P4 hormone conditions. Vk2 cells were grown for 6-days in LLI cultures in 
various hormone conditions. Sialidase was added to cells for 2 h prior to bacteria inoculation 
then removed. G. vaginalis was added to cultures and bacteria and Vk2 cell co-cultures 
incubated in anaerobic conditions for 24 h. Fixed cultures were stained with FilmTracerTM 
SYPRO® Ruby to visualize biofilm matrix proteins (red) and mouse anti-human MUC1 
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(CD227) antibody (green) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser scanning microscope. Mean 
Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) of matrix protein staining (A) and MUC-1 staining (B) for 24-h G. 
vaginalis and LLI Vk2 cell co-cultures with hormones determined by mean gray area 
quantification of duplicate representative images from a singular well on imageJ. Baseline 
Fluorescence, represented by dotted green line, defined as the minimum quantification for green 
fluorescence intensity on imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate experiments. Data was 
analyzed with two-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. 
****p<0.0001, ***p=0.0001, **p=0.0014, *p=0.0362. 
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Figure 45. Mucin degrading enzyme, Sialidase in P. bivia and Vk2 cell co-cultures 
significantly decrease biofilm formation in normal media conditions and significantly 
decreases mucin production in NH and E2 hormone conditions. Vk2 cells were grown for 6-
days in LLI cultures in various hormone conditions. Sialidase was added to cells for 2 h prior to 
bacteria inoculation then removed. P. bivia was added to cultures and bacteria and Vk2 cell co-
cultures incubated in anaerobic conditions for 24 h. Fixed cultures were stained with 
FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby to visualize biofilm matrix proteins (red) and mouse anti-human 
MUC1 (CD227) antibody (green) on Nikon eclipse Ti2 confocal laser scanning microscope. 
Mean Fluorescence Intensity (MFI) of matrix protein staining (A) and MUC-1 staining (B) for 
24-h P. bivia and LLI Vk2 cell co-cultures with hormones determined by mean gray area 
quantification of duplicate representative images from a singular well on imageJ. Baseline 
Fluorescence, represented by dotted green line, defined as the minimum quantification for green 
fluorescence intensity on imageJ. Representative of N=3 separate experiments. Data was 
analyzed with two-way ANOVA, with Bonferroni test to correct for multiple comparisons. 
***p=0.0009, **p=0.0021, *p=0.0380. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 46. qPCR standard curve quantification of each bacteria of interest. L. crispatus (A), 
L. iners (B), G. vaginalis (C) and P. bivia (D) cultures of 1 mL quantity were grown to their 
exponential phase of growth as determined by “Bacterial Growth Curve”. CFU/mL of each 
culture was determined using the standard method. Cultures were pelleted and re-suspended with 
180 μL of Enzymatic Lysis Buffer and incubated for 30 min at 37°C. DNA was extracted from 
each sample using the DNeasy® Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Cat. 69506) protocol. Next, 6-7 
10-fold dilutions of stock extracted DNA for each bacterium was made depending on the starting 
culture CFU/mL. Real-time qPCR was performed as specified in “Materials and Methods”. 
Standard curve plotted at CT value and LogCFU/mL. Used for extrapolation of CFU values for 
each bacterium in future experiments.  
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Figure 47. qPCR quantification of bacteria in NH, E2 and P4 hormone conditions with 
sialidase. Vk2 cells were grown for 6-days in LLI cultures in various hormone conditions. 
Sialidase was added to cells for 2 h prior to bacteria inoculation then removed. L. crispatus (A), 
L. iners (B), G. vaginalis (C) and P. bivia (D) was added to cultures and bacteria + cell cultures 
incubated in anaerobic conditions for 24 h. In culture wells, 180 μL of Enzymatic Lysis Buffer 
was added and plates incubated for 30 min at 37°C. DNA was pooled and extracted from each 
sample using the DNeasy® Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Cat. 69506) protocol. Real-time qPCR 
was performed as specified in “Materials and Methods”. Standard curve used for extrapolation of 
CFU values for each bacterium in each condition. Representative of N=1 separate experiment. 
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION 
5.1 Discussion 

The first aim of this thesis was establishing an in vitro model of biofilm formation on 

vaginal epithelial cells which could be visualized and quantified. As a first step we characterized 

the ideal conditions to model the vaginal epithelium. The Vk2 cell line grown as both ALI and 

LLI cultures was used in this project (Results 4.1.1). Improvements to this model, including 

assessment of viability in anaerobic conditions and the visualization and quantification of mucin-

1 production for both ALI and LLI cultures, were completed as examining these factors of Vk2 

cells had not been examined previously (Results 4.1.1). Next, both beneficial and pathogenic 

VMB associated bacteria were studied in this model, as it was important to assess the differences 

in biofilm formation and effect on epithelial cells. L. crispatus is the most common beneficial 

Lactobacillus species in the VMB34, L. iners has an unclear role in dysbiosis and pathogenesis52, 

G. vaginalis is a strong biofilm forming bacteria highly correlated with dysbiosis and BV 

conditions29,101, and P. bivia plays a supporting role in G. vaginalis pathogenesis and biofilm 

formation112,114, therefore these four bacteria were chosen. Different visualization strategies for 

biofilm production by these bacteria in the Vk2 cell co-culture model were tested (Results 

4.1.3&4.1.4). The FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby Biofilm Matrix protein stain was determined 

to be the best visualization method of those tested, as it clearly stained the biofilm matrix with 

little background in the control wells and could be accurately correlated to protein quantification 

via a BCA assay. Visualization strategies for identifying individual bacterial cells were 

optimized for L. crispatus and L. iners using a Gram-positive specific antibody and for G. 

vaginalis using a PNA FISH probe (Results 4.1.4). This will be useful for future multi-species 

biofilm growth assays conducted in this model. 
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The second aim of this thesis was to utilize the in vitro model of biofilm formation in 

Vk2 cell co-cultures, to test how each specific biofilm was impacting cell function (Results 

4.2.1) and then to test strategies to dissociate BV-associated biofilm and enhance Lactobacillus 

biofilm (Results 4.2.2-4.2.4). To assess biofilm impact on cell function, TER was measured to 

determine the effect on epithelial barrier function, and LDH assays were conducted to determine 

the cytotoxic effect of biofilm on epithelial cells (Results 4.2.1). The next objective in this aim 

was testing different strategies for biofilm manipulation. Our laboratory has conducted extensive 

research on the influence of endogenous sex hormones on susceptibility to infections like HIV 

and HSV-2, and it was speculated that NH, E2 and P4 conditions may also impact biofilm 

growth in vitro (Results 4.2.2). Estradiol conditions enhanced L. crisaptus biofilm growth and 

progesterone conditions enhanced G. vaginalis biofilm growth in this model. The use of SCFA 

combinations mimicking eubiosis or dysbiosis was chosen because our laboratory has conducted 

studies showing that these SCFA conditions can influence barrier integrity and inflammation in 

Vk2 cell cultures, and it was speculated that these conditions may also influence biofilm growth 

in vitro (Results 4.2.3). The effect of SCFA conditions on Vk2 cells were not clear and will be 

discussed in more depth below. Lastly, the mucin-degrading enzyme sialidase was chosen 

because it was speculated that the loss of the mucus layer on Vk2 cells would inhibit growth of 

bacteria like G. vaginalis and P. bivia that use mucin-degradation for colonization and biofilm 

growth (Results 4.2.4). Mucin degradation by sialidase had an impact on L. crispatus, G. 

vaginalis and P. bivia biofilm growth in certain hormone conditions.  

One aspect of Vk2 cell cultures not explored in previous projects is the presence of 

mucin. The cervicovaginal mucus layer is an important component of the vaginal epithelium, and 

its presence in in vitro co-cultures would further mimic in vivo conditions. Studies have 
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identified in vitro models of mucin production in different cell lines, including respiratory and 

intestinal epithelial cell lines.166 Another study used a novel 3D human vaginal epithelial cell 

model created in a rotating wall vessel bioreactor and found high levels of MUC1 and MUC4 

production.167 However, the visualization and quantification of mucin production in Vk2 

epithelial cells in both ALI and LLI culture systems and in anaerobic conditions had not been 

established. The findings of this project show that mucin-1 production is present in both ALI and 

LLI Vk2 cell cultures in aerobic and anaerobic conditions (Figure 2-3). LLI cultures had more 

consistency in mucin production in anaerobic conditions, possibly do to its single layered nature 

which remains unchanged during anaerobic culture. ALI cultures had slightly more LDH activity 

in aerobic and anaerobic conditions when compared to LLI cultures, although the difference was 

not significant. Due to the multilayered nature of ALI cultures, anaerobic conditions may cause 

some cytotoxicity and cell death of the topmost layers. Therefore, this may cause the decrease in 

mucin production in ALI cultures after extended anaerobic incubation. To ensure these results 

more closely align with in vivo conditions, endogenous sex hormones were added to culture 

media to mimic fluctuations in hormone presence seen in the menstrual cycle. Estradiol (E2) 

increased mucin production in both ALI and LLI cultures, but the effect was more pronounced in 

ALI cultures (Figure 4). This could be due to less variation in mucin production in LLI cultures 

in since the density of epithelial monolayer formed is less variable across culture conditions.  

The optimal biofilm visualization strategy tested was FilmTracerTM SYPRO® Ruby 

Biofilm Matrix stain for staining different classes of proteins in the biofilm matrix that are 

otherwise difficult to stain individually, including phosphoproteins and fibrillar proteins among 

others. Extracellular matrix proteins make up a large component of the biofilm matrix.92 They 

are important in the structural aspects and architecture of the biofilm matrix.92 Some studies have 
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utilized this staining method to visualize biofilm growth.165,168 In this project, this stain generated 

best results among the different stains tested, showing significant staining for all bacteria in most 

of the culture conditions tested, and very little non-specific background staining of Vk2 cells 

(Figure 16-19). To ensure the accuracy of the matrix protein stain for the quantification of 

biofilm, staining results were compared to protein quantification with a BCA assay after 

extraction from bacteria and Vk2 cell co-cultures (Figure 20). Similar trends were seen in protein 

quantification as seen with staining, and it was determined that matrix protein staining was an 

accurate method for both visualization and quantification. Therefore, this stain worked well for 

the purposes of this project and this biofilm visualization strategy will make this model more 

useful for future studies. 

Aim #2 began with utilizing the optimized bacteria and Vk2 cell co-culture model to 

assess the effect that biofilm formation has on vaginal epithelial cells. Previous research in our 

laboratory showed that addition of vaginal bacteria on Vk2 cells had varying effects on certain 

aspects of cell viability.45 Dupont, H. A (2020) found that L. crispatus bacteria had beneficial 

effects on Vk2 cells, by maintaining barrier integrity, not inducing cell cytotoxicity and limiting 

production of pro-inflammatory cytokines. That project also found that L. iners and BV-

associated bacteria such as G. vaginalis and P. bivia had harmful effects on Vk2 cells through 

decreasing barrier integrity and increasing cell cytotoxicity and production of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines. My project found that L. crispatus, in co-culture with Vk2 cells, maintained barrier 

integrity and did not induce cell cytotoxicity (Figure 24-25). This is aligned with literature 

outlining the beneficial effects of this bacteria on barrier integrity and cell viability of the vaginal 

epithelium and with previous research in our laboratory showing neutral effects of L. crispatus 

when using the same assays.45 This project also found that G. vaginalis and P. bivia in co-culture 
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with Vk2 cells decreased barrier integrity and increased cytotoxicity (Figure 24-25). This is 

aligned with literature highlighting the harmful effects of this bacteria and the results previously 

observed in our laboratory showing the negative effects of G. vaginalis and P. bivia on barrier 

integrity and cytotoxicity of cells using similar assays.45 The neutral effects on barrier integrity 

and cytotoxicity of Vk2 cells seen with L. iners co-cultures in this project varies from previous 

research in our laboratory.45 A recent systemic review determined that L. iners bacteria has 

shown inconsistency in its effect on the vaginal epithelium and in its relation to BV diagnosis 

and increased susceptibility to STI’s, and may be a transitional species that colonizes the VMB 

after disruptions in the microenvironment.51 An L. iners dominant VMB has been cited as a 

predictor of BV onset since this bacteria has the capability of co-existing with dysbiotic bacteria, 

discovered through its detection during BV conditions.51 However, this bacterium is part of the 

Lactobacillus family and is closely related to L. crispatus and may also share some similar 

beneficial characteristics.48 This could be the reason for inconsistencies in the L. iners effect seen 

between projects, but remains an unresolved phenomenon that should be investigated further in 

future experiments. Overall, general trends seen with each bacterium align with literature and 

with previous research in our laboratory.  

The main objective of Aim #2 was to utilize the optimized model of biofilm formation on 

Vk2 cells to test different strategies of Lactobacillus biofilm enhancement and BV-associated 

biofilm dispersion, starting with the use of endogenous sex hormones. Our laboratory has studied 

and reviewed the effect of endogenous sex hormones and hormonal contraceptives on 

susceptibility to infections like HIV and HSV-2 in depth.3,12,13,15,79,145,169 Therefore, with the 

body of work conducted in our laboratory showing the variable effects of hormone treatments on 

genital epithelial cells, these same treatments were examined to determine if differential effects 
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can be seen in Vk2-bacteria cell co-cultures. The enhancement of L. crispatus biofilm growth in 

E2 conditions aligns with literature stating that estrogen presence enhances Lactobacillus growth 

(Figure 26). There was a significant increase in TER measurements in E2 conditions when 

compared to P4 conditions for L. crispatus and Vk2 cell co-cultures (Figure 31). This could be 

due to increased L. crispatus biofilm growth having a greater positive impact on barrier strength 

and the estradiol in culture exhibiting barrier strengthening capabilities, as seen previously in 

other studies in our laboratory,.12 NH, E2 and P4 conditions did not have a significant impact on 

L. iners (Figure 27). One study analyzing VMB composition of women using an estrogen-

containing hormonal contraceptive vaginal ring found increased presence of H2O2-producing 

Lactobacillus species, while H2O2-negative Lactobacillus species presence remained the same.84 

This may explain why L. iners biofilm growth remains consistent in the NH, E2 and P4 hormone 

conditions and is not increased in E2 since it does not produce H2O2. The enhancement of G. 

vaginalis biofilm growth in P4 (Figure 28) is aligned with literature showing progesterone-high 

conditions such as use of progestin-containing hormonal contraceptives can shift the VMB from 

Lactobacillus dominance to dysbiosis.24 The impact of enhanced G. vaginalis growth in P4 

conditions was evident in the increased cytotoxicity of cells in P4 when co-cultured with G. 

vaginalis, which was not seen in the other NH and E2 conditions (Figure 32). NH, E2 and P4 

conditions did not have a significant impact on P. bivia biofilm growth, as seen by similar 

growth in all conditions (Figure 29). P. bivia biofilm growth in P4 conditions is not as significant 

as G. vaginalis, possibly due to the fact that P. bivia is considered a secondary pathogen in a 

dysbiotic VMB and may not respond to progesterone presence as significantly as G. vaginalis. 

Therefore, the use of endogenous sex hormones in this culture system worked well and produced 

results aligned with the hypothesis. 
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The second biofilm treatment strategy tested in Aim #2 was the use of combination of 

SCFAs to mimic eubiosis and dysbiosis in culture and determine the effect on biofilm growth. 

Results in our laboratory using these SCFA conditions have shown that the dysbiotic 

concentrations of SCFA cause decreased TER measurements and increased TNF-a production 

through the NFkB pathway in Vk2 cells (Ingrid Schwecht, unpublished data). Therefore, we 

hypothesized that these SCFA conditions could be utilized in my project to manipulate biofilm 

growth. The results generated with bacteria and Vk2 cell co-cultures in SCFA containing media 

were not what we had expected. The obvious nuclear staining with the matrix protein stain in the 

eubiotic and dysbiotic conditions, and the unusual DAPI nuclear staining in dysbiotic conditions 

were indications that these SCFA may have unknown effects on Vk2 cells that need to be studied 

further (Figure 37-40). It can be speculated that the SCFA are influencing different inflammatory 

responses not seen with the bacteria co-cultures in other conditions and it is resulting in the 

unexpected staining. One study looked at the pro- and anti-inflammatory effects that eubiotic and 

BV-associated metabolites have on Vk2 cells and found that eubiotic metabolites, like lactic 

acid, have anti-inflammatory effects while BV-associated SCFA showed pro-inflammatory 

cytokine stimulation after prolonged and sustained treatment.89 Therefore, the unclear impact of 

SCFA conditions simulating eubiosis and dysbiosis on vaginal epithelial cells remains an 

unresolved issue in this project and needs to be investigated further to determine the cause of the 

unusual DAPI nuclear staining, and the permeability of cells allowing matrix protein staining of 

the nucleus.  

The last biofilm treatment strategy tested in Aim #2 was the use of the mucin-degrading 

enzyme sialidase. The use of sialidase as a mechanism for BV-associated biofilm dispersal has 

not been investigated. When bacteria were inoculated in Vk2 cells in different hormone 
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conditions and mucin presence was quantified, some interesting trends were observed (Figure 

42-45). All bacteria stimulated significant mucin-1 production compared to the no bacteria 

controls in at least one hormone condition. L. crispatus up-regulated mucin-1 production in NH 

and E2 conditions, L. iners up-regulated mucin-1 production in E2 conditions, G. vaginalis 

upregulated mucin-1 production in NH, E2 and P4 conditions and P. bivia up-regulated mucin-1 

production in NH and E2 conditions (Figure 42-45). This suggests that vaginal bacteria may be 

interacting with vaginal epithelial cells on a molecular level to stimulate upregulation of key 

cellular factors needed for biofilm growth. Determination of the specific mechanisms behind 

these results remains unresolved but would be an interesting phenomenon to explore further. One 

speculation for the increase in mucin-1 production seen with G. vaginalis and P. bivia is that 

there is increased mucin production response by Vk2 cells to compensate for mucin being 

degraded by these known sialidase producing bacteria.  

The use of sialidase on Vk2 cells resulted in dramatic decreases in biofilm formation for 

most bacteria tested. L. crispatus had significant decreases in biofilm formation in the E2 media 

condition (Figure 42), and G. vaginalis had significant decreases in biofilm formation in the P4 

media condition (Figure 44). L. crispatus and G. vaginalis both grow their most significant 

biofilm in E2 and P4 respectively, so it is expected that the most dramatic decrease in biofilm 

formation in the presence of sialidase would be in these conditions. P. bivia had significant 

decreases in biofilm formation in the NH condition (Figure 45). P. bivia grows its most stable 

biofilm in NH conditions, as indicated by less biofilm quantification variability in this condition, 

and this could explain the decrease in biofilm formation in this condition which is not seen in E2 

or P4 conditions. L. iners did not show significant decreases in biofilm formation when the 

sialidase enzyme was used (Figure 43). This could be because L. iners biofilm growth is not 
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significantly amplified in any of the hormone conditions, as seen with L. crispatus in E2 

conditions. The quantification of bacteria in this experiment by qPCR was conducted to 

determine if the decrease in biofilm formation seen is a result of decreased bacteria growth. 

Interestingly, bacteria quantification in the sialidase conditions was higher than in the no 

sialidase conditions for most bacteria (Figure 47). One possible explanation could be that biofilm 

does not grow as well when sialidase is added, and less bacteria are encapsulated in biofilm 

making them easier to lyse, then the extraction of bacterial DNA from lysed cells would be 

amplified and result in higher qPCR quantification. However, this remains unresolved and needs 

to be repeated to confirm these results. 

5.2 Strengths and Limitations 

A major strength of this project was the optimization of novel aspects of the Vk2 in vitro 

culture system which have not been included in other studies before, like the presence of mucin 

in ALI and LLI Vk2 cultures and the viability of both cell culture systems in oxygen deficient 

conditions. However, this model still has limitations since it was unable to capture the full extent 

of fundamental features found in vivo which may impact the translation of results generated in 

this project. Lacking in our model is the presence of immune cells and other vaginal epithelium 

factors, such as proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, enzymes, and more that may influence bacteria 

growth and biofilm formation. Therefore, in vivo biofilm growth may look different than what 

was modelled in this in vitro system where the presence and influence of these various factors 

was not analyzed in depth. The use of confocal microscopy for most images taken in this project 

was a strength of the experimental design. This allowed for detailed images to be captured which 

included different aspects like Vk2 cell staining and biofilm staining together, generation of 3D 

images, and allowed for multiple biofilm and bacteria stains to be tested in conjunction. 
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However, a limitation of the experimental design for biofilm visualization was the fact that only 

two biofilm matrix stains were tested. Once the matrix protein stain was determined to be 

effective and it was used moving forward in the project. Staining for other aspects of the biofilm 

matrix would allow a more complete picture of biofilm visualization. Another limitation in the 

experimental design is the single species biofilm model which was utilized in this project. The 

VMB in vivo is colonized by a variety of species, even in a Lactobacillus-dominant VMB where 

other bacteria species are present in smaller quantities. The multi-species bacteria interactions 

influence the way bacteria grow and the way biofilm is formed. It would be beneficial to use the 

currently established model with multi-species bacteria co-cultures to determine how this would 

affect biofilm growth. Also, incorporating different VMB associated bacteria or various strains 

of the bacteria used in this project would broaden the scope of the model. It is known that 

various strains of vaginal bacteria have variable genetic profiles and biofilm forming capabilities, 

therefore using different strains may change the generalized outcomes detailed for each species 

in this project. A major strength of Aim #2 was the biofilm manipulation strategies tested. The 

use of endogenous sex hormone supplemented media worked very well to enhance biofilm 

growth, and E2 conditions were confirmed to greatly enhance Lactobacillus biofilm growth as 

hypothesized. Also, the use of sialidase to degrade mucin and influence biofilm growth was 

unique to this project and worked well to dissociate biofilm. The only limitation to this strategy 

was the fact that most bacteria experienced this effect, and it was not exclusive to BV-associated 

biofilm. Therefore, using this dissociation strategy in combination with strategies for 

Lactobacillus biofilm enhancement should be investigated.  
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5.3 Future Directions 

This project established a novel in vitro model for visualization and quantification of 

biofilm growth on Vk2 cells. The determination of mucin production in this system, as well as 

the treatment methods utilized to manipulate biofilm growth are novel aspects of this project. 

However, addressing the limitations discussed above would further improve this model. 

Including more relevant in vivo factors, like proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, enzymes present in 

the vaginal microenvironment, and ensuring cell were cultured in normal vaginal pH conditions 

would be prioritized in the future to gain a more accurate picture of the dynamics between the 

vaginal epithelium and the VMB. Then, re-assessing the effect of biofilm growth in this co-

culture model once more in vivo factors are included could strengthen the conclusions drawn 

here and lead to a better understanding of the mechanisms being utilized to generate these 

effects. Also, future studies could investigate more aspects of cell viability to further elucidate 

mechanisms of biofilm protection or pathogenicity. For example, samples of bacteria and Vk2 

cell co-cultures in different conditions collected throughout this project will be analyzed for 

cytokine and chemokine production. This is similar to previous research in our laboratory which 

found anti-inflammatory effects of L. crispatus bacteria on Vk2 cells and pro-inflammatory 

effects of G. vaginalis, P. bivia and L. iners bacteria on Vk2 cells.45 This analysis will lead to a 

better understanding of the inflammatory state that biofilm formation in the VMB generates. The 

creation of multi-species biofilms in this model is another area of interest which will be pursued 

in the future. Establishing staining methods to distinguish individual bacteria cells in Vk2 cell 

co-cultures was a key objective in this project. While we did successfully optimize the Gram-

positive antibody staining for visualization of L. crispatus and L. iners, and the Gard162 PNA 

FISH probe for G. vaginalis, individual staining methods for P. bivia bacteria still need to be 
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determined. Once all individual staining methods are optimized, they can be used to examine 

multi-species models. This would create a more accurate representation of the VMB in vivo as it 

is composed of more than one species of bacteria. It would also be valuable to determine how 

these bacteria interact with each other in co-culture to either enhance or dissociate biofilm. 

Although novel methods of biofilm enhancement or dissociation were tested in this project, 

exploring other treatment options, alone or in combination, is another future aim. There are many 

new developments in biofilm treatment that would be interesting to test for dysbiotic biofilm 

dissociation in this model. New treatments for BV specifically focus on dissociation of G. 

vaginalis biofilm and would be valuable to test in this cell model, including plant derived 

compounds, natural antimicrobials and small molecules, and other dissociative enzymes which 

have all been studied previously in plate models.119,126,170,171 Other antibiotic strategies with 

broader biological activity, like thiopeptides, would also be interesting to study in this model.118 

Lastly, using combinations of treatment strategies to enhance Lactobacillus biofilm growth and 

suppress BV-associated biofilm growth could be tested. The limitation with using sialidase was 

the non-specific biofilm dissociation results generated for all bacteria. However, using sialidase 

with bacteria co-cultures, like L. crispatus and G. vaginalis, may supress G. vaginalis biofilm 

growth and allow L. crispatus biofilm to prosper. Also using probiotic Lactobacillus species in 

this model may lead to increased Lactobacillus biofilm growth. These conditions can be explored 

in future experiments. Overall, this model system provided a strong basis for the study of biofilm 

interactions in the vaginal epithelium. Future investigations into mechanisms of protection or 

pathogenicity by the VMB, and the enhancement or dissociation of biofilm on vaginal epithelial 

cells would advance our understanding of the VMB and could lead to prevention strategies for 

infections such an BV and HIV-1. 
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5.4 Significance 

 The most important achievement in this project was the optimization of a novel model of 

biofilm formation in Vk2 cell co-cultures with different VMB-associated bacteria, and the 

establishment of novel aspects of the Vk2 cell line used, including presence of mucin-1 in culture 

and viability in anaerobic conditions (Figure 1-4). This expanded on work done previously in our 

laboratory in this cell line and improved this model which can be used in the future to advance 

the field of in vitro cell work. This project is also the first time the FilmTracerTM SYPRO® 

Ruby stain to visualize biofilm matrix proteins was used in a model of biofilm formation on Vk2 

vaginal epithelial cells (Figure 16-19). This staining option worked very effectively not only to 

visualize biofilm growth, but to accurately quantify biofilm matrix proteins as well (Figure 20). 

These results could be clinically significant as detection and quantification of biofilm in clinical 

samples could be done using this visualization strategy. This project is also the first time that 

individual bacteria staining options, such as the Gram-positive bacteria antibody staining and the 

Gard162 PNA FISH probe was used to effectively visualize individual L. crispatus, L. iners and 

G. vaginalis bacteria respectively on Vk2 cells.  

 This project expanded on previous results from our laboratory by investigating aspects of 

vaginal epithelial cells that may be impacted by biofilm growth, including barrier integrity and 

cell cytotoxicity. The results showed that L. crispatus elicits positive effects through 

maintenance of barrier integrity and cell viability (Figure 24-25). It was also determined that G. 

vaginalis and P. bivia elicit negative effects through decreasing barrier integrity and increasing 

cytotoxicity of epithelial cells (Figure 24-25). Determining how the vaginal epithelial is 

influenced by biofilm formation contributes to the growing body of literature which sets out to 

understand the mechanisms behind the beneficial health effects in the FGT associated with 
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Lactobacillus dominant biofilm and the harmful effects in the FGT related to BV-associated 

bacteria biofilm presence.  

 Lastly, this project tested novel treatments for biofilm formation on vaginal epithelial 

cells. The use of estrogen hormone treatment to enhance Lactobacillus growth in vivo is being 

investigated currently as a treatment option for BV. This study has shown that estradiol treatment 

can enhance L. crispatus biofilm growth in vitro and may be a viable method to conserve 

Lactobacillus dominance in the VMB or shift a dysbiotic VMB to that of Lactobacillus 

dominance. This has clinical relevance when testing strategies for BV treatment in women. The 

use of the mucin-degrading enzyme sialidase to inhibit BV-associated biofilm growth is a novel 

treatment method that was utilized in this project. It was found to inhibit strong biofilm growth 

by G. vaginalis in progesterone conditions and P. bivia biofilm growth in normal culture 

conditions. However, this treatment also significantly inhibited L. crispatus biofilm growth in 

estradiol conditions. Therefore, this treatment option needs to be investigated further, potentially 

in combination with other treatments, to ensure that only pathogenic bacteria biofilm is being 

dissociated and Lactobacillus biofilm remains intact.  

 The development of novel treatment strategies for BV are needed to combat this common 

adverse condition in the FGT. The presence of BV leads to many harmful health outcomes, with 

one of the most concerning being increased susceptibility to HIV acquisition. With the increased 

burden of HIV infection in women worldwide, developing ways to decrease susceptibility to this 

infection is extremely important. The results of this project can be built upon to continue 

understanding VMB interactions with the vaginal epithelium and how they relate to infection in 
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the FGT. This project can also be expanded to develop more treatment options for BV, which 

would ultimately lead to better protection from HIV infection in women. 

5.5 Conclusions 

Women carry a disproportionately high burden of new HIV infections worldwide. Over 

50% of cases in 2021 were in women. With 40% of annual HIV transmission occurring in the 

FGT, understanding factors that result in the increased susceptibility to HIV infection in the FGT 

is critical. A major contributor to the protection against infection or increase in susceptibility to 

infection in the FGT is the VMB. This project set out to establish an in vitro model of VMB 

associated biofilm formation on vaginal epithelial cells to study the specific mechanisms that the 

VMB use to elicit either beneficial or harmful effects on the vaginal epithelium. A novel model 

of VMB associated bacteria biofilm formation on Vk2 vaginal epithelial cells was created which 

could be visualized and quantified. The model recapitulated novel in vivo aspects which have not 

been established in this in vitro model previously and utilized a novel biofilm visualization and 

quantification strategy which will contribute to advancements in VMB biofilm research. This 

model was then used to investigate mechanisms of protection or pathogenicity biofilm uses on 

the vaginal epithelium. This will contribute to the field of research investigating how the VMB 

influences FGT health. Lastly, this model was used to test strategies of beneficial Lactobacillus 

biofilm enhancement and harmful BV-associated biofilm dispersal. Novel strategies, like the use 

of endogenous sex hormones and the mucin-degrading enzyme sialidase, were used and showed 

promising results for biofilm manipulation. This model can be used to investigate different 

strategies for the treatment of BV, a condition which causes increased susceptibility to HIV 

infection. Using this model to discover effective treatments for BV can combat the development 
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of adverse health conditions and high risk of HIV infection, which would have major 

implications in improving women’s health. 
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